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which lias not been fulfilled, is sold by the
vendee to one ignorant of the conditions of
the ori.inal sale, the vendor may recover
property or its value of the one who
has the possession of it, unless he himself is
guilty 01 some laches in claiming it.
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NUMBER 4<i.

parly sells personal property, he

a

The vendor of personal property frequently is held upon a warranty of the articles
sold, although not a word about warranty is
said at the time of sale.
A vendor of provisions is held to be responsible upon his warranty that the articles of food sold by him are souud^nd
wholesome: the very offer of sale implies
this.
So where the vendee wishes an article or
an animal for a particular purpose, and that
purpose is specifically named to the vendor, and the vendor undertakes to otter lor
sale an article or animal to supply the
specific want, there is an implied warranty
that it is suitable for the purpose for which
i' I- so.,I, and the vendor will be liable, as
much so, upon his warranty, as though in
express terms 1h- had warranted it to the
*

And

although the purchaser does
specifically enumerate the purpose

By thought’s own sweetness overpowered.
She glided into pleasant dream-.
Joyous and bright, a- yonder sun
Through easement gleams.
Fair dreamer, in that vision world
in which your spirit now i- free.
What glad ideal meet- you there?
Or deign vou bend to such as me?
Or draw your inspiration forth.
A- soon vour tablet there -hall show.
From visions which the waking
Larks power to knowv

Ah well! a- -unlight on the sea.
Or respite from consuming strife.
Are moment-, maiden. -Hatched like these.
From 'lit the hurricane of life.
Still life i! is; what e'er your dreams.
What e‘i r the thoughts your fancy till.—
: Enough ol iov ’tis thus to live
not
The life that’s -till.
for
—

which lie desires the property, if the vendor uses anv expressions equivalent to a
warranty, like ‘-he is all right,” or --he is
sound,” or similar ones, he will be held to
have warranted the property just as strongwill warrant it
ly as though he had said
all right," or
will warrant it sound.”

From tlie Overland

Cou9in

wiucii uas uecome so

Monthly.

Geoffrey.

leoffrev ! listen to me.”
I am listening, Helen.”
Well, put down that stupid paper: I
want to tell you something.”
Ho obeyed her, leaning bank in the
luxurious arm-chair, and patiently awaiting further developments. A faultlessly
handsome lace it was. that rested against
the crimson damask; perfectly regular
features, and wavy hair ot the true golden
tint: a fine, aristocratic face. Hut it was
the tired, tired, blue eyes which arrested
your attention, and interested you in spite
of yourself. Wonderful eyes they were—eyes with such beautiful possibilities in
them, they might have belonged to a hero
or a saint, instead of, as now. betraying
■

Where there are no acts or words of the
vendor which amount to a warranty, express or implied, and no fraud, then the
maxim.“caveat emptor,” “let the purchaser
take care.” applies.
A bill of sale of “one horse sound and
kind,” is a warranty of soundness. And it
makes no difference whether a horse is sold
for cash, or exchanged for another horse,
any words used or acts performed which
amount to warranty in a sale of a horse,
are none the less a warranty when used in
an exchange of horses.
m- seuumeui

escape from her governess to neg him to
have tea with her in the school-room—
was quite another thing.
How could lie
give her up? But what was he to do? he
asked himself, hopelessly. What, indeed?
And Nellie ? As long as she could remember, she had heard a good marriage
spoken of as the highest aim in life. Her
sisters had dressed, danced, and smiled to
win that prtze—and had won it.
“The
dear girls were so sensible,” her mother
said, complacently. She herself had been
left entirely to the care of servants, until
Laura's marriage turned her mother’s attention to her only remaining daughter.
“It dear Helen were only well married,”
she remarked, confidentially, to Geoffrey,
"1 should be perfectly happy—my
duty in
life would be done.”
Brought up in the midst ot all this
worldliness. Helen had still retained

Her fancy’s form to shadow forth.
Her girlish scheme of art to trace.
Tim pencil scarcely had e--aved
When sleep came down upon her face.

implied.

purchaser.

proud lie had been of them : but Nellie— tailing. As he placed her in a chair, she
iiis pet from the time when she used to grasped his hand. “Tell me. Geoffrey,

Life.

No murmur from the outer world
Disturbes the slumbrous summer air:
Soothed with sweet vision* of delight.
She -its, she dreams, my lady there.
So soft her breathing and so low,
Life scarcely seems her pulse to thrill:
All mute ami motionless; 'tU life.
Yet life how still!

understood to atlirm that the property he
selling is his own; a-warranty of title is

1

1

seized him and
When he had
n off tile it'.::” the child was swept
aw.tv and lost to sigh1.
Sheriff Berkelv
was in the water up to liis shoulders pul!
ing out
man named Murray by a plank
"Keep tip votircourage. Noble." lie -in utt tl. "votir turn next." and flung him tlie
plank, hv wiiieh tlie Colonel re irlied
shore
I'he little girl was also drawn to
'and. but Mrs. Nob],. w.(s e.night under
Hu iattiee work wlmre she could not
Her face bore no
move, and drown •!.
mark'd pain
fear.hu; was set in a sweet
wer
"die calm as if sh
asleep.
under

him

a

man

water.

>

entirely

iut of laud reserves “the right to pass
con- i and
Ttowme
repass over the granted premises 1 tithe purpose of repairing his building,” on
v
’•
d;'\' ; '! mv -_•> stive?: bv statute an
adjoining lot, --at all times whet! neces>.
Arts."
term
sary.’' the grantee is entitled to reasonable
s rc-frie*iil to tlowage by
j notice of the intention of the grantor to
ir!t upon the land of the make
repairs, before being liable to an
irj )«( of r< atiu<; a action
forobstuc-ting the right of way. For
v,
; n
in-:!: and such pro* it is not a
right of way at all times.
:
r
■: s
no r:Lrhr
erect a dam upon
A grant of “right of way" may be preitch'-r wiu.our the consent of the I
sumed from au uninterrupted adverse posw:
«•:
i.
Bn: the rmht of irri-j
session for more than twenty years unex\ c’'
a owumon-iaw'
plained.
r. •: i,
v
in.' lified or controlled
Ordinarily, the same rules apply to gov'■
a
dot,. ih •(:;< r •mrn on wealth. And
ern the use of a
way, claimed and acquired
o■
t i_r1 m ’.v prescription,
by prescription, as those acquired under
*' •'■•*■a rant. 1
think the lana general grant by express terms in a deed.
•’
i-'
Shuw
utter* <_l
If it appears that the way has been used
:'d •"*!'<
♦ ts
d m v
forth the
by the permission of the owner of the soil,
tar a
-i n;;<• «■ mi ht- laid down,
and not by adverse possession, then no
w
inination in this length of time establishes the
right to conmu
*:
to lav.
Said the* learned tinue the
easement, against the consent of
1
!.'•*.<
•!ii«*l I»* s i.« eii made a
the owner of the soil.
rearm proprietor can
It lias been said that the three mo les of
w:r
a
unidim stream for
and holding
!
rights of way.' to
>•
lint tliis we think acquiring
wit, by prescription, and by necessity, rea
a
jU-'-t ion. which cannot be! solve themselves
into one.
They arc all
a
o. the •dli'mative
:. :
or notrderived from the voluntary grant of the proa rid a. p'i.-a:»!
in al! case-. That I
prietor of the fee.
'■'
’■
tater d a stream may be
j Prescription presuppos e -and is evidence
i1 m
in it*a*ins; lands, is.
o! a previous grant.
’*■ i-i
) a- one of tie*
Necessity is only a circumstance resorted
r« j) *■' e* irs n; the
hi a Ions;
to lor the purpose of showing the intention
who i;
i--i*s.
Yet a propri.*of tlie parties and raising an implication of
ni der
.dor of ris;lit, or lor the
a grant.
Tile only difference between the
m i.
matins; his < wn land. two is. that
one is granted in express words,
a•.
ra *t .it divert the water-course,
and the other only by implication.
m d an unreasonable quantity of
And a way by necessity created, by an
iK*
h unrea-otiai)le use of it
implied grant, exists only when the person
e
ve
r pr ■: r •■tor- or : he subit lias no mode of passing from his
'■ •'
w
aev mis:
derive claiming
land to a public road without it.
And
u-cd unreason
whenever the situation of his land is
so that by means of a new road,
'•-* rr
i? w
1 that !n courts srener- changed,
or other cause, another
way is provided by
•1'' I ni mas hi-eti made in deterwhich he lias access to a public street with'. 'ii w.:;i. r there has been
out trespassing upon the laud of another,
d
a \s iu
r :
q tile water of a
then the way of necessity ceases to exist,
d
ni
ween w( a: may have
and he must adopt another way of approach
'for natural purposes, and what
to his laud.
:i used
>r artitiei i; purposes.
ua>
ujiiv
uu lui.uni
uii'
>t*
u-e!io!d purposes, to
ipn'\
owner of the land, when chrimeil as a way
iiir-r m : w.Per tor cattle, has
of
necessity, but it must be a reasonable
T
! aim
natural want.-, and
one : it will lie remembered that convenience
ii,
,,r
man and beast
alone will not create a right for a wav.
urn t im• ri-:».
And when once located it is not a shiftb
><•
supply <» man's artificial want*
ing way, but the parties are bound by it
>-• ib ia
« \ist.-nec,—it is not in’.*» h
’.he same as though there was an express
«■ mid
bve ii water was not
grant.
if’ gat ng laud*, or in propel\ rigid of way acquired
by statute is
cii rv, h v< vcr much it might
that which is provided for. similar to tlie
-• mveniencf or
profit, in some
out ol public ways, and is conferred
ic"
when- the climate is hot and laying
•; i. v. itei
being necessary for tin* culti- by muncipal authorities, and will in- cons.iii. might be a natural want lined strictly to the uses for which it was
laid out.
1
b
iit !n f.
ilthough it might
All riglits of way, acquired from what’In* pr- *iuctit ;< not indispenever mode, must lie used in accordance with
: ir tIn*t
purpo- ■. ami cannot be rethe specifications ol tiie grant or tin- neces-is
a
-rural wan? and neither can
sities requiring its use.
1:•'* s,
Whether, after a
oi
however much imporlias been once located, it can be
rcgai di*.i **s -i
1 ut«*i v necessary way
changed so that by parol agreement a now
•1 '*
III Ill's existMic
one can lie substituted, which will confer
••! ?he (‘ >*irt as best deling'an absolute right to use it the sann as the
:
cp
g*
ng hi* subject is
firmer way was used, and not subject to
v >•
Wi'
an
individual
revocation, has been somewhat discussed,
ids land, from which
'!•' b.g •»:
and the
which It would seem
"
w- n. a ci; "eii? 'hi' High his
lleigh- to be principle upon
governed would forbid that ati\
i:
w- hi I’d l.-ivc tie- right to use the
such
should exist, short of the conb
i:
necessary, to satisfy his tinued.right
"’••nt*
open, uninterruped adverse us.
1 i:- rnav consume all the
Hut the right to use the
twenty years.
t;«- -• c
purposes, including
If he desires to use it tormer way would not lie lost until a right
to the new way had been established.
ff g don. and there i- a lower
proprieThe mere non-user of a rigid, of wav.
‘s ii,,. i.
"in
c**ential to supply
created by grant, for a period less than
1 bb-want*, or for hi*
stock, he must
b'
’b
twenty years, is not, of itself, sufficient to
v-Ot-i so as to leave enough for
defeat the right to use the way.
i. ow.-r proprietor.
There
Where the stream
must tie some act by which it could reasonbn
: '(•> not
oid
supply water more
1:
dk p-n? t" answer the natural wants ably be inferred there was mi intention ’o
•h-r--nt j "pi'ict.,r* living on it. abandon tiie way.
'idle natural question in all such cases is.
’'*•
•> can use tin* water
!T"! '.«• t
whether there was an intent ion to anaudon
f"
gatioii nr manufacture-.
tin- easement before enjoyed or whether
•s
bo
aa’ m ai want* are concerned.
the lion-user is imputable to some itlier
>
J;i!. ub\ ;.»4 furnishing a rule
by
atise.
"
l; :'P-1 r.
i• r>.;.ri■ t..r* :nv list;
rt.'twiuj;
In whatever way the right herein referred
■' 1,1
'■ -ucli u >
ii jtiI wants.
ci;
Kiich
|.r.»|tr!ct.»r. n liis lurn. may. if lieces.-ury, to may b<- acquired, it becomes quite important that the claimant should understand ilie
hi*iiin** -i
■'.»
\va?r*r
*r ? ncse purposes.
I'p' v, I,, v
'la- wat- r i* not wanted to *np- full extent of such right
I doubt not my own experience ha- lie.oi
i-'v natural wants, ami Hide is not, sUirisimilar to that of the majority <>t the memii proprietor living on
;he
bers
of mv profession, in teaching me that
b
1 i- !an is. how shall the
a great part of the
vv*
litigations in our courts,
Witlemt a contract or
concerning real estate, grows out of claims
v
brant im
h i- a right to use all the
of‘
of
rights
"atei
:d h iv* a right to
way." which, of themselves,
participate in it*
n* :
W.’: :« id have a right to partici- are uncertain, either from the ambiguous
language used by conveyances In deed-,
ij
a
comm*hi benefit, and none can
i’"bc
where all express grant i- made, or from
ai.
r\clu-:\c eibplyment, no rule can
Hie doubt which may arise as to what exb d"wn
t.i ij<aw much each
may use tent
and for what purposes such right i" bl:" b
;• tringing
up-.i: the rights of
■’her-.
Lach individual case d‘pends claimed, and it claimed whether it ha- been
acquired.
i:
pi’!: pi
p u ar circu instances connected
" *!l
Having considered to some extent the
d h- iaw will interpose to prevent
most important practical
air csseut ia diminut i<.n oi the water-course
question that sugwhich has a wd’-detiued natural channel in gc.-t. themselves relating to real estate,
which to ’tin: tin* pa r* icular cases in which there ar.- some other consider,at ions relating
to personal property which it
a right of action wmild lie for an
may not be
infringeto examine.
unprofitable
bn-nt ni tie* right, it may not be
to
easy
b
In any event. where the owner
Iff OF PERSONAL PROPERTY.
poiib
-ab!
..." 'igp
which a natural stream
\\ hat constitutes a sale so as to vest tile
b
:n,\ purpose
whatever, sees lit title of tiie property in the vendee, is somehrect tin- w.'.tcr ir-nii it* natural channel. times a
question not altogether free from
!
must take '-are that all the water not
doubt.
•usumed hy him. or absorbed in the soil
As between the vendee and third persons,
'n hi- land, i- returned to its
natural chan- tiie general rule that there must be a den-a b. :.•!•(•
it ;-■ive* the boundaries of his
livery to, and acceptance by the vendee, is
land.
a safe one to follow.
st 110 Hi ]
cl
*1)11..
As between tile vendor and
vendee, no
.\ i1 <»? 1:• r ;mp< : nit pi >v. on of law which delivery is necessary to vest tiie title in tiie
'i:is be*-:, .!...’i di'»cu**(*d. both in
this coun- vendee. In cases where a delivery i-; neces’r'
•.!.!. 1 •gland, i* t Pc ‘-right of
support sary. what amounts to a delivery? Will
b ‘•■lil
from *()ii.”
Hy very many learned anything short of an actual manual possesd lia;i held to 1><* a
light which sion of the article be sufficient? In cases
,'x >’
1,1 “casen »*iit,” or in the nature
where the nature of tin* property is such
”• an <
;i-«-mcnt, but a* all rights acquired and tiie same is so situated that a personal
bin*
n! casements are presumed
possession of it is impracticable or incongru ts. till- light may more
properly he venient, then the mere pointing out or
1 c-d
r'**i:It of a “rule of law,” and not showing the same to Hie vendee, tiie vendor
Jr-mi grant.
being required lo do no further act in re"
II
'‘’11 ■■hia
the owner of the
spect to it, has been held to lie a good desurfa< t“1 <■ .mm. ii right, entitled to the
livery.
\\ here a certain number of articles are
meaning is that he ims the
" ’’•
at
iof or presumption or grant, sold under an entire contract, and for one
'bn
""ii
courts have said “that few gross sum, a delivery of a part lias been
of the law can be traced to an belli to amount to a delivery of the
I,r■ ’■1
whole,
0 ir!i.a
“ia more constant
recognition, although scattered in different places.
15ut where a certain
lirough a long series of uniform and conof
articles
quantity
-isien' decisions than that, if the owner of are sold to be taken from a
larger quantity,
■and make- an excavation in it so near
by being measured or weighed, a delivery
to
1
:i" oining
land of another proprietor of a part of the amount sold does not
oper>’i" oi
the iatter breaks away and ate as a delivery of the whole, so as to vest
"
d ■'! tin- j*i‘. lie is responsible for all ttie title in the vendee as
against third periamagc tin ebv occasioned.” And this, sons, unless the whole amount sold lias
indoubte,liy. is the law as recognized at been separated from the larger quantity.
the present time.
A delivery of a key to a storehouse in
which the property sold is stored, with the
K V-KMKNTS.
intent to surrender the possession of tlie
i hiiglit which one proprietor of land property will amount to a
delivery.
iy acouirc over land of another
And where the owner of a
propriehorse, kept at
:l"
"diicli is cominonly known as a a
livery stable, agreed at another place to
! way.’ is
glo
worthy of attention, and sell it, received the price from the pur'“ay
anpiin d in several modes. First, chaser, ami at the same time tile seller
paid
11 may
ae.piired by express grant. Second, the stable for the previous
1
keeping of the
\
premium I grant, or ptcseription. Third, horse and the purchaser directed him
to
I V implied grant, or
necessity. Fourth, l>y continue to keep it and feed It on hay, and
■''t uti
A
“rights of way” claimed under, promises to pay him therefor, anil the
“y virtue oi an “express grant,” arc stabler afterwards removed the horse from
r-'stneted to the terms of tin* grant,
strictly. the stall in which it had been, to another
And il the grant lie for a particular
pur- more convenient for feeding with hay.
.., "r ft> :t particular close, the
person to Held, in the absence of iraud, these facts
whom tii" way is granted will have no
right showed a delivery of the horse against a
to use it. lor
any other purpose, or to go to subsequent
attaching creditor of the seller.
another close than the one specified.
And
Where a quantity of grass
standing upon
>'
lias b. n held that a
grant of a way to a lot of land was sold early in the season,
■toss
l.,t nt land” does not authorize the and before it was
fit to cut, and a handful
giante.. to
liter at one place,
go partly of growing grass was plucked and delivered
I"--, and then come
out at another place
to the purchaser in the
field, in part execuon
tic same side of the
lot, and oral evi- tion of the contract of sale of the whole
i!i■ i,< e
"ill not lie allowed to show the
crop, it was held not to be a good symboliparties thus intended it ; the words “to cal
delivery of the grass. The grass, until
ros--,’ used .i: the grant, having a well- severed from the
land, was not personalty
settled and d 'ilnitc meaning, no evidence but a
part of the realty, and therefore could
can lie permitted to change it.
not be delivered as
personal property.
It was formerly held that if a grant, of
The same rule
undoubtedly applies to a
way is designated between certain termini, contract for wood and
timber standing upon
the grantee would have no right to deviate
<->l a vel)(l°r. There can be no delivery
at all from the course
sufficient
designated, although
to pass the title to the
vendee, as
the way become
impassable, no matter from against one to whom the land had been conwhat cause; but it, is now held that
veyed
deed
although
by
without reserve, or against
a wav
may be specifically defined, and the an attaching creditor, unless the
wood and
termini marked out or fixed,
yet if the limbbr had been severed from the land.
owner o! tin* land over which the
Of course this rule
way Is
applies only when the
granted in anv wav obstruct it, or render it wood and timber is sold
as
Impassable, a new way may be used over may be sold and conveyed personalty. It
by a deed the
Hie adjoining land,
doing no unnecessary same as soil, and confer a good title in the
damage.
vendee. Where a sale is made on
condition
\\ here a
“right, of way,” generally, is that the property shall remain the
vendor’s
granted, without
its location, until paid for, no title vests in the vendee
deteimining
W’heu the Way is once elected it
cannot be
until
the
is
condition
with.
complied
And
■ hanged
without the consent of all parties. this will be
so, although Hie property is
here i.ho grant is
of a reasonable
way, delivered to the vendee at the time of sale.
wbat tin- means is to lie
determined by a
And whatever may be the condition, if
u rv.
not contrary to some statute
provision, no
Hut the owner of the soil has all
the title passes unless the condition is
strictly
rights and benefits of ownership consistent complied
with, unless there are some acts
with the easement.
All which the
person of the vendor subsequent to the sale that
having the easement can lawfully claim is amount to a
waiver of the condition.
the use of the surface for passing and reAud where a sale of personal
property is
passing, with a right to enter upon and pre- sold for cash and the
vendee gets possession
pare it for that use, by levelling, gravelling, of the
property without
no
ploughing and paving, according to the na- title passes, and the paying therefor,
property may be reture of the way granted.
claimed by the seller.
And It lias been held that If the
grantor
Whenever property sold on a condition
1

struggle for life
dr.
.-!:

uni-

versal that one may almost regard it as a
custom, ‘-that one may cheat all that he
chooses in the exchange of horses,” has not
Ye! In come a law, aud acoutract “to swap”
horses is regarded as valid aud binding
upon the parties as any other, and the parties are held in law as strictly accountable
for every word used and every act performed. as though tlie contract had reference to
any other animal or merchandise, or any
bargain or agreement between the parties.

the utter wearying of a Wuse man of
the world.
The little Helen of ten years
ago had put that look into words, when
she said : "Cousin Geoffrey's eyes always
look as if they were saving. 'Oh, come,
now
let'- rest!’
Geoffrey Howard, with his fascinating
presence, thirtv-five years of age. and
j empty purse, was the admiration ot all
out. and the terror of
I am now admonished that the hour ! girls newly brought
allotted me lias nearly passed.
You will j worthy "mammas intent on settlements.”
remember that the preseut itiou of the j Ilis face expressed an unusual amount ot
questions to which your attention has been interest as lie sat watching the girl before
A perfect contrast to himself, there
invited must be limited to the abstract prin- him.
ciples to which they refer. The examiua- was still a strong likeness between them :
ioi; of legal questions is not always attend- not so much in outward form, for the girl
ed with tie greatest interest, even to mem- was small, with jet-black hair and large,
bers
my own profession, aud if I have dark eyes, dashing lire at one moment,
been able to present a few principles of then tilled with
deep tremulous softness
law which may now or hereafter assist any
the next. A tender, passionate' face, and
of you. either in securing your own rights the
impatient tapping of the small slipor in
preventing yon from appropriating to pered foot, betrayed a temperament at
yourself, under a color of right, that which total varience with the
quietude ot her
rightfully and lawfully belongs to your cousin: and
there was a likeness
neighbor. 1 shall have received great satis- "the Howard yet,
look,” Geoffrey called it.
faction and lull compensation for this ser"Well, two ln'llf, wliat is it ,J’'
vice
Helen had turned to the window, and
Mr. Flint.
Before passing to the next
topic. I wish to remark that 1 heard a gen- was gazing into the street; not that there
tleman say, before I came into the hall, “1 was anything to be semi, lot it was a
hope tile speaker will touch upon the rights foggy afternoon in London, and the street
a purchaser has to the manure on a farm.”
lamps were already lighted. Twisting a
That i>. how far the manure on the farm or piece of paper round her linger, she said
in the yard attaches to the realty.
! think abruptly: "Geoffrey, do
you remember
a
few words from him in reference to that Sir
George Linti n ?”
suliiect would be very interesting.
"fit course 1 do: one couldn’t well forMr Fay.
The members of the Board get him alter the way lie hung round you
wib understand that there were a great at the Merton’s, last Christmas.”
many questions which might be presented
"Ho you know how much lie has a
and discussed, which were not presented
year?”
in the examination which 1 iiave made of
“Xo, really; 1 didn’t make it my busiibis subnet. for tlie very reason that time
ness to
inquire. Do you ?”
would n a permit; for if I undertook to pre"Yes,” she answered, shortly, "[ >lid
sent ail the questions which arise in relation
make it vvj business to
■■■. lather,
to farm-land and in relation to landlord and
mamma di 1.
He ha- five thousand now,
tenant, ii would require a whole course of
and will have as much more when his
lectures.
But tlie question suggested by
our worthy
is a
which j uncle dies—which will be soon, mamma

only

—
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j

Secretary

question

an be answered in a moment.
1 suppose | says.”
"Indeed 1 Very comfortable.
that, generally, the rule applicable to that I
Well?”
case is this
That where a sale is made of
"Well, he has asked me to many him
la al estate, upon
that’s
all.”
wiiich there are piles of
manure standing either upon the laud or
A sudden contraction of the smooth,
aboii! tin buildings, aud a conveyance is
white brow was the only evidence of surmade by deed, without reservation, that
prise or displeasure. There was none in
manure passes as part of the
realty. There the quiet voice which asked :
is no chance for a question about it then;
"And what does your mother say ?”
but sometimes a question arises where
"Sav?
Why, that, as 1 have been
there is a sale of real estate,where the estate
here tor the sole purpose of sellitself is not used for farming purposes,how brought
to the highest bidder, it is
far the manure which is then standing ing myself
more than tolly to delay an instant, now
heaped upon it, or in any form, will pass, the
chance has come,” was the bitter
unless a reservation is made.
It is dilficult
to lay down a rule which will apply iu all answer.
“Well, Aunt .Tn is about right, as she
cases but it will be safe generally to adopt
tiiis rule: that where there is manure upon generally is. Don’t you think so, Helen?”
Xo answer came from the quiet figure
a larm, and tlie farm is sold without reservation. tiie manure passes with the realty, at the window—only the same intent gaze,
but in case, for instance, of the sale of a with eyes that saw
nothing, into the foggy,
hotel where there is manure staudiug, the
gloomy street. Geoffrey’ Howard rose,
manure is counted as personal
property, and went over to her.
and will not pass with the realty.
“Nellie 1”
Mr. Wetherell.
I would like to ask, if a
A quick sob answered him.
farmer sell a farm contiguous to his own
"Nellie 1 you know 1 would marry you
during the winter, possession to be given
myself if 1 could; but l can’t. Tour hunon tlie first of April, aud before
possession dred a
year does’t half keep ?/i»\ and it
lie given removes the manure made down
certainly couldn't keep us both —you know
to the time of transfer,—as was done in a
certain case,—has the purchaser any recom- this, Nellie.”
An impatient movement ol Her Hand
pense ?
showed him she was listening. He stood
Mr. hay.
1 here is no doubt at all upou
that question; the party who got possession there beside her—the only woman he had
of the manure would hold it.
The only teallv loved—looking out into the darkenquetion is. whether or not there was any ing street. Once again lie went over his
fraud used by the party convey lug the prop- position, which ended with a sigh, as all
erty. If the party purchasing supposed the previous “goings over” had done. Handmanure was included in the property which
some, and with rather more than average
he bought, and somebody else got the
talents, he was a very welcome guest at
benefit of it. that might raise a question;
houses; indispensable at picnics,
but it would be a difficult one, perhaps, to country
and balls—“just the man
settle.
There is no question that the ma- croquet parties,
to make t hiiffrs go off well”—declared
nure did not pass oecause it was not
upon his friends’ invitations that came to him
by
the land when sold.
The question is asked, What are the the hundred; his bill for lodgings was a
rights of abutters on the highway against mere nothing. Married, all this would
the intrusion of the highway surveyors be changed. His peerless Nellie in a print
when digging gravel by the side of the gown, and himself in a last year’s cut, was
road, or against barways or gate-posts ? not a pleasing picture to contemplate.
That is a pretty broad question to present;
“Nellie!”—-and his long slender hand
but I have no doubt it has been propounded turned the carefully-averted face towards
in good faith, and I will endeavor to answer him—“Nellie! look at me.”
She obeyed,
it as briefly as I can.
If gentlemen will gazing steadily at him. till,
the
suddenly,
take tlie pains to refer to the General dark
eyes filled with passionate tears, and,
Statutes of tliis Commonwealth, they will
with another quick, painful sob, she buried
find that there is a specific provision pointher face in her bands.
Nellie! you know
ing out the rights of parties in case their I love
you ; hut you sec bow useless it is
land is injured in any way whatever inconto wait for fortune to take
pity on us.
sequence of the raising or lowering of a
You are now twenty-two; this' is your
highway. Their remedy is to recover
damages. There is no question about the second season. Aunt Ju couldn’t he made
tight of surveyors to come in and cut down, to see any reason for refusing Sir George.
or fill
up the highways, and if parties are You know this, Nellie ?”
“I do, Geoffrey.”
injured in consequence of it, the statute
’.Vho could have guessed, in the silence
out specifically what are their
points
rights
in relat ion to the recovery of
damages ; but that followed, that all the light was being
tlie right of surveyors is unlimited if
they stricken out of these two lives?
act in good faith.
“When will Sir George come for his
[ Massachusetts Ag'l Report, i *72-3.
answer ?”
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“To-night.
In

reply

to the question, what will prevent hens from picking
feathers, a correspondent of tlie Mirror and Fanner remarks
that liens, like other two legged animals,
need something to do, some exercise, and
if they do not get something
better, they
will pick tlie leaves all off and eat them,
which is good for them;' I throw among
the stalks a handful of corn, oats or
barley,
and tlie hens will have to scratch to obtain
their food, and exercise as other
bipeds
should to keep them from mischief. Hay
will do instead of corn-stalks.

Wholesale Slaughter.
Kansas City, Mo., May. 9. A special
of the Times from
Cherryvilie, Kan., the
scene of the murder of William York and
others, gives the following as the names
of the bodies found under Benner’s
house,
and thus far discovered and identified : B.
1 McKenzie, identified
bis
brother-in
by
law : ii. Soneiior and child IS months old
;
identified by his father-in-law; W. F. T.
123d
Ciirtby,
Illinois Infantry; D. Brown,
identified by a Howard
county man, and
John Geary
by his wife, and William A.
fork by his
brother, Col. A. M. York.
All were killed
by a blow on the back of
tfie bead with a
hammer, and had their
throats cut, except the little
girl. The
ground will lie ploughed
tor other
bodies.

to-day

He goes with

Kingleys.”
“Is he coming

us

to

the

to dinner?”

“Yes.”

“Shall von see him before ?”

“No, after.”
Silence again ; broken, at last,

rising.

by Helen

“I am going to dress now,
Geoffrey.
You go to the Kingsleys’, ot course?”
They were very much alike now, the
same wearied voice—the same tried look
in the tearless eyes raised to his.
He let her pass him without
seeking to
detain her; but as she reached the door
he stretched out his arms with a sudden
possionate cry “Nellie !”
She came to him at once—placed both
arms about his neck, and
clung to him,
with a choking sob—“ Geoffrey! Geof—

frey

!”

He put her away, at last,
very gently.
“Nellie! my poor little
darling. Always remember that I loved you—that I
loved you !”
Geoffrey Howard’s musings were very
painful, as he sat alone in bis aunt’s handsome drawing-room.
One by one he had
seen bis cousins
“brought out” and w^ll
married. He had aided his aunt in her
designs, and rejoiced with her when, one
after another, Kate, Julia, and Laura hart
conferred their beauty and' accomplishments on men of rank and wealth. Handsome, dashing girls they were and very

The
Dixon, III.,

is he dead ?"
"Not nearly you foolish child—if you
had only let me finish—his left arm is
broken, and set again by this time, for 1
left him at the surgeon's. He wanted me
to ride on and toll yon. but l declare I've
made bad worse—he'll be all right in no
time.”
“Are you sure. Geoffrev ?"
Steps were heard in the hall. "Here.
Linton. I can't persuade Helen that you
are not killed ; came and see what
you
can
And Geoffrey considerately
do."
withdrew, closing the door alter him. to
prevent the intrusion of the now alarmed
guests. Dili any one notice that it was
only the lips that smiled ? In the tired
eyes there was only pain, and hitter, bit-

May

Dixon

Horror.

Correspondence ot'the NV-.v
World,

York

nV Till' HANK.

in a few moments was terThe rapid stream was first full of
bobbing lit ills and hands lified in agony

The

scene

rible.

This pleasant, prosperous and .pint
Western city lias become a city of tears in in
despair, or beating the water into
and lamentations, and affords a pictnr- ot foam in f nzie I efforts to escape. Men
i
awful
than would he predesolation more
p!ur_ I in without stopping to disrobe,
j
sented had lire laid waste its streets ot and dived here and there among the lielpj
plague .swept away its dwellers. The ie-s and drowning people like Newfoundland dog;
Hats an 1 bonnets went dancpiettv. white houses still stand, but at tin
door of almost every one waves a wisp of ing and eddying down stream like bubi
As it bles.
crape—the blinds are all drawn
People came rushing from all parts
i
was years ago in Kgypt. so it is here:
of the town, bareheaded, in their shirt
!
•‘There is not a bouse where there is no; sleeve-, some erying terribly, when alar
|
one dead." The dram-shops are all closed :
otf. the name of husband, brother, wile,
I
tile public buildings arc all draped in or child.
The dead and the living were
;
mourmg; the only stores open are those laid upon the bank side by side. Knot*
where mourning goods are sold ; the of lie humane or
idly carious gathered
colHn-makers and grave-diggers are the r ued each bodv. From one of these to
only craftsmen who ply their trade. The ihe other would run a man or woman, in
ter regret.
i cause of this is
the
age'
already known
Sir George needed only one
| ie-t like a hound upon a warm
glance at civilized world, but as
ml when the right bodv was found
-cent.
telegraphic
his wife's pale lace to assure him that the
counts are ceeessarilv bald and hurri- d.
hands would lie thrown desparinglv to
time
he
had
waited
for
had
come.
And
natural
be
to
enough
delicacy
disgusted
Helen as she telt the clasp ot his strung and local accounts diffuse and contradic- Heaven and shrieks go up that ended in
with the plotting and planning
^r mother
a plain, concise and connected re
still mor' pitilul meanings or the tragic
arm, recognized, with a thrill ot tory,
in.
Her
father
she
saw.
right
delighted
rarely
vital of the tragii affair will be ol interest
--hence of it'ler woe
Women sat rocking
She had no intimate friend of her own thankfulness, the fact that she loved her ;
and value.
to and tro lamenting their lost, while behusband.
sex. so to “Cousin Geoffrey” every pleasll- then; were others in hysterical teats
DIXON—1'liK PASS ot death.
'Cousin Geoffrey, what does mamma
ure. every trouble, great and small, was
were
ltixoii is a city ot foil" toolkit x,,uls. and laughter because their dead
saying she hopes soon to see vm
brought. From her earliest recollection mean by w
It was a nightssf-pit Helen a few moraines
he had been the hero of her dreams. At in lf-.ris
situated in l.ec count
111
on it,,
Rock alive—their lost found.
agonv which pas-eil and left a
It is about pttl miles west of mare
later, as she refohb d a letter just n oeivcd ltivcr.
every ball or assembly her step was
lifelong impression ot horror, wherein all
t'liicago. Through it rasses the Illinois tin
lighter and her voice was gayer when she from Mrs. Howard.
details were confined, and the cerCentral and Chicago and Northwestern
Geoffrey made a grimace.
caught sight of those tired blue eyes
"It means, my dear Helen, that Aunt
Railroads. The I! >ck is stri am probaMv tainly of one nomeiit became tin* doubt
watching her, and his cool “'Pen mv word.
ot a moment later.
Nellie, you are looking well to-night.” the •Tu has picked out a countess forme, who, j boo or 600 feet ii: width, running rap; 11 v
beautiful Miss Howard was the theme ot she declares is already devotedly at tached i over a rocky bed and fumi-hing power to
Death in The Pei.
what now? to me. I've seen her. She has a skin several large mills am' manutactm ng
every tongue. And now
She dared not think. Apathetically, she like parchment, bea.lv eyes, a voice like ! establishments. There is a large dam
Mr
i■ his aide and interesting
Hillard,
endures dressing, only rousing herself to a parrot, and more francs than she knows i built athwart the river, over which the
hetoiv the < ollege of Hh annae\
The add resrefuse, decidedly, the rouge the French what to do with. However. I'll go to see waters pour with grea speed.
on
Wedne- lav. alluded, among othet
Aunt Tu, at any rate.”
i:uiks
are
woman begged permission to lay on her
generally abrupt, nui at me
And off Geoffrey went, promising to bridge whieli spans the river at Main physical cans.*- >t' .lath, to the alarmwhite cheeks.
:i’»eru
ot'adulteration.
Kvervstreet the slope is gentle and the srreain ing
At last she was ready; there was no return in me spring.
Gallons of ale were tlowing, and an ox
shallow. The water varies In depth trom wht re.” lie wei! -aid. "there i- death in
further excuse for delay; she must dethe p »t ;** our I re id. out* butter, oti' flour
scend to the parlor drawing-room, where was roasted whole, in the park at Linton live to eight feet, hut the melting of the
and
A bonfire crackled and blazed on Spring snows lias swollen the stream till our ’nilk, our p’ckles are p.»iso?
she knew Sir George Linton had already Court.
the village green, and the bells were I it is fifteen or eighteen leet deep, and it i< me ot the chid ta-k ot the pharma
arrived.
cist to coun'er* ; the deleteriou- effects
:
“Put some color aboat me—quick; 1 tumbling in merry fashion, to give voice giving the already rapid current a velocity
ol th*- adulteration of t’ood and drink
: look
like a bride!” she half gasped, as to the great rejoicing for an heir was of trom five to eight miles ail hour. Two
Hut the
is not tin* only agent,
| she caught a glimpse of her white silk born to the I.intons of Linton, and joy and bridges cross the river, distant from each ot relief:phanuaci-t
if i-- vet more neeessarv that
l dress iu the min->r.
hope were playing bopeep through the other about half a mile—one the railroad
there should be measures ot prevention
I ‘•This. Mademoiselle ?"
long corridors and in the loftv rooms of bridge, over which runs the ears ot the
the great house.
Illinois Central, ttie other the "Main -ti. t *!iim measures of cure: uid the sf.*rn
••N'o. no : not that!”
The evening was sultry in Paris, and bridge.’’ which has just wrought such a action ot'(lo\ ertiment mils' b.» a principal
It was a pink camellia—Geoffrey's
medium for attaining this end
I’he
the
favorite (lower; he had brought it to her
kindly young English phv-ieian bloody work. It is (or was) a l'niesdelilooked pityingly at the pale, beautiful truss” bridge, ot live spans, resting on “spirit of murder working in tin* very
that afternoon.
means
ot lit'-” is to !..• met henceforth in
A knock at the door; a footman with lace of his patient, turned so wearily to I brick piers, each span being about 1 _v
Kngland by more -’ringeti! laws than
the easement.
Sir George Linton’s compliments, and
I feet in length. Tin- bridge was Inti
heretofore. Adulteration ot food and
“How long will 1 live, do you think
some (lowers for Miss Howard."
j 1. K.Truesdtdl. a native of Warren.M okm!: is surely one of the gigantic mate?
“Mon Mi-, I hope; weeks at all events.'' in iSiisi. at a cost ot ss.f.ooo.
It w:i-,
‘•The very tiling, mademoiselle,” Anial evils of our tinn and it' we must have
1 the
Howard sighed.
terms of the contract, to bear a weight
nette asserted, as she fastened the
Geoffrey
heavy
"Traverse, tell me the truth, will 1 live j of iso tons, but no adequate test of its pet.rnal legis| ition, there is nothing to
crimson roses in the soft, dark hair.
which it. an I it- police auxiliary, can he
Helen assented wearily, thinking witli a to get hack to England ?"
I capabilities was made at the time of it' more
usefully din eted
Hevelojifnents
“I
think
so.
You
cannot
travel
a
last
now.
that
to
wear
trotting
camellia
was
acceptance beyond driving
sigh
Geoffrey's
are constantly being made m regard
to
but when the weather gets a little cooler. horse over the roadway
I'ln-re seems to
now "the thing” no longer.
tin*
that
siibstanei-s
dailv make their apI
will
with
have
been
the
usual
about
the
Her mother looked at her anxiously as
go
you myself."
jobbing
"I thank you, Traverse. I hale Paris ! letting of the contract. The Trucsdcd pearance upon our tables, which should
sin’ entered the drawing-room, noting her
startle every man and woman in the com
don't
how
I
w.-re
know
coo! greeting to Sir George.
now; you
long lor one i plans
adopted bv a hare majori'v ol munitv into
vigorous eo-oper .lion against
‘•Surely, Helen could not lie so mad as breath ol cool, sweet English air me the Council, without competition, and the attacks, all he more
dangerous as they
to retuse him.” she thought.
sight of dear, tamillar faces.”
warnings of tllose members wtio protested ire
insidioii-. against the health, and ill
"Howard, I cannot disguise the tact that the bridge was ail unsafe model and
Geoffrey, too,watched her uneasily. Her
not
t
f<#v cases, the very life of our.
extreme
pallor and trembling hands that you mail die at any time—heart j its adoption brought about by corrupt in- household.
troubled him. Noticing that she ate noth- ! disease is so uncertain -lint 1 will do mv lluetiees were unheeded. Five vear- later
-’
Phe spirit of gain has become so rampthe bridge, whose foundations were i.id
ing, he pushed her wine glass toward her, best to r yon
ant. the commercial competition is 90
"Heart
in
disease
and
and
be
and
in
it'
smiled
a
little
•■Drink
fell,
Nellie."
His
greed
corruption,
that,
saying quietly,
sharp, and especially among retail deal
tall slew tile only child of the mail who
"Are you quite sure, Traverse,
movement was unnoticed by any one, and j bitterly.
ers. and adulteration is getting to be so
Helen, meeting the warning glance in his that 1 have enough of that article to be was most instrumental in securing it'
much a matter ot course in certain mater?”
diseased
construction
I'ruesdeil.
e>
sorrowful
by
es, by a great effort stilled |
ials, that even tolerably honest men are
A
breeze
stirred
the
curtains,
her throbbing pulses, and regained her
light
I'HF. FAT VI. I>\V AND Ilol lt
becoming Accustomed t > regard it either
flic quiet stars came out one by one.
cold, rather haughty manner.
On Sunday afternoon lie v. ,I i! I ’rat t.
as something
they must do to keep pace
i
he
soft
Il was a relief to all, especially to Geofchanting of the nuns in the neigh- w ho has been in charge of the It
ipii't with their neighbors, or as a proceeding
frey when the ladies lett the table.
boring chapel came sweetly through the Church at Dixon since ISnl, was. accordwhich does not turn out to In* so danger
A- he held open the door tor them, he
twilight stillness. And while at Hinton
ing to appointment, conducting a public oils alter all. \o sanitary legislation or
eurelully avoided looking at Helen—lie Court the rejoicing waxed louder and baptism in the lioek river. There had
supen i-i ut is anything like complete unwould not disturb her newly-found com- louder, here in hot, gay Paris, G ailVrev been
frequently held similar »er\ c.-s, Imt less the prompt expo-ure and -tern punHoward
the
dreamle-s
bv
what
his
must
tell
her.
slept
quiet,
posure
sleep the annoiiiieement did not tail to attract a shmeiit ol adulteration form a foremost
eyes
Sir George will soon join you—-of of a child.
b jee1
N or I-I he i1 \ ; eonlilled to solid
latge crowd. Il was '-■ulid:is an I lie first
“A letter tor you, Helen.''
course you will accept him?” said her
-nb-taiic*--. to sugar and eoif.-e, ibmr and
I mild day of the season, and the hour was
The
had
come
in.
and
Sir
mother, rather fearfully, as they passed
post-bag
just
that at which the atternoon seivi--s in the mi il. tin* <■ ver\ -day commodities ot the
Helen’s quiet “Of George Linton tossed a letter, with tlm I other churches conclude. All causes in- kitchen.
through the hall.
Phe wine and spirits, tin* malt
London
across
the
table
to
hipostmark
course," reassured her, audit was with an
spired to make the attendance of the idlers liquor- and even our eider, are. to use *he
exultant heart that she ascended to tier wile.
1
or the curious
short and sharp \ pre-sionI. «rgeb
large, while the great mass {•
The writing
was
familiar, though ot tho'i who wore
dressing-room, on pretence ot a forgotten
returning trom divine and as a result, lie well exclaim-, “the
strangely irregular and treble-looking, service or
glove.
walking along tin- main stiv. t vitriol m:n!rie-- rushes up in tin* ruffian's
she opened i; quiek'v.
\ cry quietly Helen
It contained only
gave Sir George his
! for pleasure naturaliv took tin bridge he id
l’lie »*\ il- ot 1 I'lltlkeliI:e-s are fen
answer.
Very quietly -lie listened to his these words:
• ad
V little t.) the west ol tin- north defed ten-told more
deplorable by the
lovelike rhapsodic-. (’ould lie have known
“I am (Ivins'.
May 1 tmut' to von. N.■:Ii• ■' abutment of the
bridge, at tin foot ot tin poisonous admixture- intend, \
bring
rraver-r will tiring me. Your mu-in,
how tai- away her thoughts were wanderbank
which there slopes more g.-ntlv, an illicit prolit, wiiile the use I w ne- foi
(iKOKKISKy
ing, his face would have linen a shade less
w idled in
and
slower current and sickness become- dangerous, and is quite
With a sudden burst ut tears, she handbright. It was not till Geoffrey's voice
mnn shallow w tier, was the
spot selected as lik.dy to intensify -is to assuage the
was
heard in the hall that she seemed ed it to her husband,
l’liey read it in tor ic
Tin members of tinceremony.
malady, b m a singular fact that very
conscious of whit was passing: then silence. He knew the history of those
church and the choir were grouped upon le w* articles. ot eiiher food or drink, can
two
hearts.
When
lie
did
the
it
hand
she
was
had
snatching away
speak,
passivej tin- bank in an irregular semi-ivi-le, the be sueeesfully adulterated without the ai 1
ly permitted Sir George to retain, she to say, quietly. “Have a room ready for ! deacons, the candidates
tor immersion, ot actual poisons
withdrew to the further end of the lire him Helen: lam going up to town tor
and the pastor being nearer the beach uni
W
leal from
might profitably take
him
this
afternoon.”
place.
towards Hie centre.
The curious had Ivigli-ii legislation in dealing w h
The Kingleys’ ball was the linest of the
Geoffrey came—a little paler, a little
so re .di 1 \
committed. and -■» sure
thinner than before ; the tired eyes still a gathered mum the bridge, some fifteen or m
season; and Helen danced, and chatted,
feet above, to tin* numb-i of ]:.o and serious in its effects. ’I'he new law
and smiled, the gayest of the gay. Her little more wearied. ■■! couldn’t go the twenty
or got).
There were three carriages mi punishes a lir-t otl'enee with a line of
fifty
engagement was soon whispered from Countess, Nellie,” were among the first the
roadway ol the bridge The people pounds, and a -eeon! wi lt an imprisonwords, uttered with a llash of his old
one to another, calling forth the usual
were
the
whieli
was
ment
with
haul
labor
for
si\
upon
months,
amount of comment.
Disappointed dow- smile, but be made no references to tin separated trom thepathway,
roadway bv an iron while the seller, though no! a lulti • ato*
agers consoled themselves with the re- inture they all knew was so near.
One by one the leaves fluttered to the lattni-work, and guarded by the usual | ot tcmpere«l goods, is fund twenty p an-U
tlection that now that “the beautiful Miss
handrails.
lor a lirst otl'enee. and il it is
repealed, is
Howard” over whose hair, and eyes, and ground. Day by day Geoffrey’s step
OMl N' III-’ lUSASTEIt.
published in tin* newspapers at his own
hand, and smile, the male element in grew weaker, and His voice fainter. The
i>uife t- importa.it as ire tile
their little world had been raving for the room In* liked best was Helen's morning
I’liere was upon the span a weight in- '[ expense.
i- the -\ -t.*i.» to be
past few weeks, was fairly out of the war, room, and there each day found him. eluding the flooring, which could not have penalties imposed
Phe
adopt..! ot detecting adulterations
their own less attractive daughters would One evening she was sitting beside him exceeded twenty-live tons, less than om
evil has grown to such
th t ;t
have the better chance. The numerous with tier baby on her lap. He lav quietly seventh of tile
weight the bridge was mav be mooted whetherproportions
a
special organyoung ladies who had angled unsuccess- watching the amber and red fade out of guaranteed to support.
Rut tin bridge
ization of experts might not be formed
fully for the rich baronet, now murmured the sunset sky. “Xellie, do von s^e that lender noticed that it vibrated with unwith
.1
to
tin*
-.rated
and pui
linden ?” lie said, suddenly.
advantage
in corners that “Sir George wasn’t half
"All the usual violence, and warned away the peosoiled e,immunity
Ho-hui I’o-t
so
handsome as he used to be, poor leaves are gone but one; that will fall ple who were
it.
!he
crowding upon
fellow." “After all, hazel eyes are not to-morrow."
warning was unheeded, hut manv of UnHelen smv'ereu.
wonderful.” “And don’t you think, dear,
The qnivt voicn went people upon the bridge were
A Maryland Court Episode.
li.Ilessly
on: "Nellie, do
his hair is just the least hit red ?"
you remember that after- discussing the possibility and probability ol
I! vi ii vt • * it i
I >ui imr the tin:
i
■Sir George Lin tor. pleaded for an
early noon in London, when you told me about an accident. "When the bridge tumbles.’’ to-d-iv it A .May
I'd -1111 t N ielinls. i,i
1111:11 >. 11 i -.
Sir
Helen
for
the
seemed
first
time 1 lelt said Irene Raker, a bright girl of fifteen,
to have no wish
George? Then,
marriage.
1
uni Thomas K. \\ h-i i■ n alius llallalian
in the matter; so before the town
began this pain that is killing me. Traverse the daughter ot one of the Aldermen lor I'm murder on tie- •_,d of January ot an
to be deserted, a splendid bridal train
says I have had the disease for years, but through whose instrumentality the bridge
aited I I'lv a Liiu-ii Mrs Mary Ann I, e?
swept up the aisle of the fashionable 1 never telt it till then. 1 might have was buih.to her companion, Martha I’age. 1j
I n I he purpose "I robbing Ihe house
parish church, and more beautiful than worked tor you litfle go], mightifi i : "you will fall on the rock and he saved." pliev
But I never thought of that; it was too "l,”said Irene, "would sooner he d row tied llallalian suddenly sprang from the pi is
ever, in her bridal robes, with the Linton
diamonds in her dusky hair, Helen Howard late then. Nellie, I’ve wanted tote'll you than have mv hones broken on the rocks.’’ oner's hoy. and rushing at deputy mar
shal Free s'rnek him violeutlv over the
calmly spoke the words which bound her I’m glad you are so happy. You musn’t A moment afterwards the bridge tell ; head with
a heavy
piece ol iron wrapped
to the noble, loving man at her side, whom cry. darling !
I’ve been tired so long, Irene was drowned and her
companion 1 m a stocking. N ehois.ni d-u
as yet she scarcely knew.
because
I
I
felt
sprang out
have
been
badly
perhaps,
crushed. "The bridge is not safe.
might
ol the prisoner’s box and rushed towards
“How lovely the dear girl looked 1” ex- something, and I wasn’t. Do you re- children,” said Mr. K. S.
Fargo, a \ Frey, when an indiscriminate melee on
claimed Mrs. Howard, wiping imaginary member, Nellie!”—he went on dreamilv Chicago merchant, and
they stepped to sued.
Detectives I’.mth a and Sholl'er
tears from her eyes with a priceless lace —“that wreck on the coast of Wales'? the shore just as the
ghastly chasm opened rushed to the rescue of Marshal Fi ve to
handkerchief. Geoffrey assented—driving We went down to see it. It was just behind them.
protect him from the murderous attack ot
off to hisclub with the vision ot his Nellie’s such a night as this. You thought it
THE CA rASTKOnil
llallalian and lo st cure the two criminals
parting smile ever before his eyes. “Poor would be there for weeks, but the tide
It was eighteen minutes alter 1.
The llallalian was struck on the head and bad
little Nellie !” he soliloquized, as he threw was rising then. We went in the morndown the evening paper, which failed to ing; it was gone, Nellie—the ebb tide clergyman, Mr. I’ratt, liatl already im- Iv cut, the Id.I streaming over his lace
distract his attention from that one sor- carried it out. Nellie, 1 want to be buried morsed two eotiverls, Messrs. Hudson and Marshal Frey though terribly stunned was
rowful subject.
“I’m very fond of Aunt in Linton churchyard. You’ll take your Keith, and leading Mrs. Drew hy the aide lo assist in subduing the prisoners,
Ju, but 1 couldn’t do what she has done. children there sometimes, and tell them hand had waded out fora third time into both ot whom were soon overcome and
the stream.
The choir had commenced handeutl'ed
\fier the excitement had
Far better this than the toothless old about Cousin Geoffrey?”
the appropriate hymn, and the sweet shrili subsided, the ease was given to tin*
I
llah!
jury
wonder
what
reThe nurse came lor baby, and Helen
marquis,
my
voices were rising into the soft and
sunny at one I'eloek, who soon returned with the
spected aunt is made of! She knew the told her to call Sir George. Geoffrey ;
air, when there ran a tremor through the verdict of guiltv ol murder in the lirst
old sinner as well as I do. My poor little seemed to be
sleeping. Suddenly he | bridge. "I felt the chord snap under me.” degree.
girl, I saved you from that, but 1 lost you aroused himself.
•said Col. Noble, •‘just like a crackling
myself.” And Geoffrey swallowed his
“Did I ever tell you, Nellie, about the
of scantling. To the pistol-like red in Musl ims v r Vienna
I’here e
brandy and seltzer with a very heavy little Sister of Charity, Traverse brought piece
sigh. Ho was weak, not wicked, and it to see me? She taiked to me a great port succeeded a crush like thunder, and a curious signitieaiiee in the lortheoiuing
the
whole
tel!
before
the
eves
of
comforted him a little when he remem- deal about these
visit to the Austrian Capital of the
He paused, and the horrifiedbridge
rept,
things.
and powerless spectators, the senlatives of Mussulman
bered that Sir George Linton was a man Helen
power that, not
her hand into his. “Tra- two end
slipped
tumbled
into
the
river, many centuries ago. carried
spans
well calculated to win any woman’s love, verse read me
conquering
something in that about the oilier three sagging and splintering banners to
and might in time win Nellie’s.
ils gates.
1’he 1'tirks. who lor
‘rest.’ You’ll find it marked, Nellie.”
till they resembled links ot sausages
so
a time were the terror of
'■Vcu will come to us for the hunting?”
long
Kurope.
Helen opened the little Testament, and hanging in a butcher’s
Above
Sir George had said, as he shook his hand
shop.
met with a
desperate resistance ill Austria,
read,
“Come unto me, all ye tlie crash arose the shriek of the doomed and in
at parting.
the magnificent Hall or Manor at
So Geoffrey found himself at that falteringly,
labor and are heavily laden, and 1 sufferers. The
spectators were silent a \ iimna is the I mums horse tail standard
Linton Court in the early part of Decemwill give you rest.”
moment, then raised the shout of en- ol John So'oieski, who rolled hack the
ber.
The skv was all gray now, save for one couragement, the wail of
anguish, or the tide of Moslem invasion
Helen was looking extremely well, and
The 'sultan ol
siiatt. A beam fell on Geoffrey’s | ejaculation ot horror. When these sounds
moved among her numerous guests with golden
I'm key. who will he a eonspii nous visitor
face,
its wonderful beauty. ceased, there was no noise in the \vr. ek.
lighting
up
a grace
and dignity peculiarly her own.
at the Vienna Imposition, has been in
His lips moved : “I’d like that, Nellie— The
pathway had fallen into the river, and Western Kurope before, but the Shall ol
What her feelings were he could not dis‘rest!’” and the tired blue
closed
the
iron
lattice-work
which
eyes
cover.
In fact, Helen did not know herseparated it. 1’ersia is the lirst sovereign of that counforever.
trout the roadway had fallen over the
self.
try who has journeyed thither since tinA plain white marble cross stands in a
writhing sufferers, imprisoning them to days of Xerxes. Neither the Sultan nor
Day by day she learned more of the
corner
of
the
Linton
drown
as
I
have seen men drown a dozen the Khedive will attract the attention
churchyard,
nobleness of the man she had been unjust sunny
and there, one summer afternoon, Helen rats in a wire-cage. 'There was no sound
which will be excited by lli Shall.
Idle
enough to marry. She had not added is
as
her
children gather Irom these sufferers anchored under the successor ot a
sitting, and,
talsehood to her injustice, however, for
line ol Kings, amomr
long
round
she
tells
her,
them of the friend of current. There was the stillness of des- w hom
she told him she did not love him—that
Cyrus Ihe (float and the redoubt
she never had, and his answer had been: her youth, the cousin of whose memory peration among those who had seized able Nadir are conspicuous, lie is bound
their father speaks so tenderly. And the fragments ot the detached
“I love yon so
pine lloor and to reei iyo great attention
As the present
truly, Helen, that I am soft, sweet eyes grow moist
as
they listen were battling for their lives in the rapid dvmi'ly ol l’ersia lias only
sure you will love me
sometime; and tor to the
reigned since
of
his
in
autumn
death,
and
story
stillness
the
quiet
waves.
’There
was
that time I will try to wait
icy
when ils founder clutched the seep
patiently.”
and
the
little
reverend
hands
ol
twilight,
had
been
death
who
those
She was thinking ot his words as she
ter that lull from the nerveless hands ol
among
touched lovingly the grassy mound.
thrown upon the rocks, on whom the the successor ot kurreem
stood at the dining-room window, watchkhan, Nasai
Sir
had
heavier
irons of the bridge
fallen, Kd-Din has
George has joined the group, and
ing the heavy clouds moving lazily
had few predecesnaturally
as
in
his wife’s hand a fair pink grinding them into powder
wheat is sors ol his line, lie ranks
through the skv. Most of her guests places
fourth from
with its buds and glossy leaves ground between the faces ol two millwere still
Aga Mahomet, and in this, the twentylounging over their morning camellia,
sixth year of his reign, is to favor the outtoilets, although Sir George and those of —Geoffrey’s flower. With a sob, Helen stones.
if upon his grave.
his friends who were fond of
THE STKUGUl.K WITH DEATH.
barbarians of Kurope with a view of his
risking their lays
“Did you love hint very much, mamma?”
necks, had long ago ridden off to the
was the calamity that
august person.
instantaneous
So
meet.
Suddenly Geoffrey appeared, rid- lisps little Geoffrey, nestling his curly the clergyman says:
“[ shrunk back
ing hastily up the avenue; something in head upon her arm.
A Washington correspondent says the
with Mrs. Drew, and the river became
And
with
a trusting
Helen,
his lace frightened her.
She was at his
glance at full ot dead bodies.” Col. T. W. Noble leading men there are going to
quit proher
tall
husband,
side as he entered the room.
answers, “Yes.”
was holding a little girl, 8 years old,
viding wines and liquors at their recep“What is it, Geoffrey ?”
Gracie Smith, up to “see the Baptist.” He tions.
This may be all right and proper,
A musical genius of this
“Nothing ot any moment, Nellie. Sir
city is so full went under, still grasping the baby. Two but for our part we don’t like that sort of
of ouavers that he
George’s horse stumbled—
makes a “stop” iron bars struck him, but he rose and hospitality which requires one’s guests to
always
He was just in time to save her from when he comes to a “l>ar.”
struck out for shore. In the desperato eqmp already drunk.
1
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The Murder at Warren.

Street.

k 1 v*si owoke to the tact that

wet

baet forger had been at wrk among
tiw money
changers, and that the fraterS!.\ *ek I:ad been bitten to the

The Associated Press despatches relative to the murder of Dr. Baker, of Warren, by one Lucy Mink, as is alleged, are

1

as

follows:—
Dr. T. R. Baker,

'<_,oo,o0o. hy loans on
a physician ot good
of stock.
A broker standing in Warren, went to the house of
Mink, whose sister formerly acted in tlie
•**■\vl
had the confidence of
I capacity of housekeeper for Dr. Baker
•’"•
n. and was held to be a
sharp while he was practicing in Thomastou. It
d >i»r< wd. operator, was the victimize!*. is
supposed that criminal intimacy existed
between them at that time. When Dr.
:
‘nan s
operating is tints deBaker let', town tor the West, sometime
scribed_
afterwards, she followed him and made
•'
‘j'l' s’ W rrcn v\c Co., tin* ship- her threats to different
parties that if he
n: S;a:r v?ir *, held some of Coe’s
overbad a different housekeeper she would
•fcb h
S7 j'Oo advanced him. This be the death ot him. He
came to Warren
’’id w:e originally two shares of about six
months
and she returned
i.t<b : lbidrond stock issued to War- soon alter. He hasago
been boarding at the
c.»ne
F* was altered by inserting hotel till this
spring, when he purchased
• har.u-t*a
‘W" atnl erasing the final a house and
commenced housekeeping,
• i" m (' »t- cr’s natnc and then
“raised” since which time he has received several
tit
doO
shares.
On
this
Warren
prt—
letters from Miss Mink, threatening to
\
made advances to their great loss,
burn his house and kill him it he did not
Mi v
A writ of attachment on an
discharge Mrs. Kirk and employ her. Ho
■n o!
torf is out against Coe and is in
has paid no attention to these letters, hut
cals «»t he sheritV
awaiting set vice, has made fun of them, and as the sad end
‘his ca>c (\»e will be oblig(‘d to give
shows, placed no eonlidence in them.
«»i go to
jail.
Dr. Baker was called to see a sick child
N
a’
taeties were employed by Coe
about ') o’clock Friday evening, in the
x
i:* «• tlohn Kerris.
A share of the
of the house of Mink. Miss Mink
J’‘iiroad stock, originally issued by vicinity
testifies that Dr. Baker came to their house
«•’
dolm Fern or Ferry, was
between the hours of nine and ten, she
*' erris and “raised” to
repreretired. Hearing a knock at the
"harcs.
An action of contract having
door she got up and let him in, and he una.so
.11 brought against (doe in this
dressed and retired with her. About ten
an! a w rit awaits service.
o’clock she came to the house ot Mr. Spear
mdr.d and seventy-live shares of
in her night clothes,
out, “I am
\
e / Mining
('ompanv. worth now shot ; 1 am shot: Dr. crying
Raker shot me.”
have also been attached bv some
Upon examination it was found that it
:m. and the Allouez
('ompanv was not so. She
appeared to lie in a state
c-l "d (’.„'> hor.-cs carriages and
of !renz\ and great excitement all through
th* extent of $lo.00(», to cover
the night.
In the morning the neighbors
:a ii-t him ol about $7000.
found Dr. Baker’s gig in the yard of Mink
:*•
Fall- Mining ( ompanv
and his horse in the barn. The door of
-utV ■!••• !, it is reported, o the
tl
house was locked, which was then
*^'
and the Idiot
broke
open, and proceeding into the
-d a a b »scl ■» $g( >.< " b
house they found the unfortunate. man
\**< :
i<
somewhat
report
lying dead on the chamber tloor. His
were on, his vest on wrong side out,
Mr Matliews who hud pants
and one stocking partially on.
*■*
saved himself by
It is supposed that after receiving the
iupt action.
t
c
re
keen and prudent fatal wound he attempted to dress himself,
^
and in doing so loll backward in the posi'i! cet, who have dealt
tion he was found.
The ball passed
Mi
Foe. have escaped a
1
icw days >in«v Messrs.
tiirough his breast into his lungs. The
.v <
»ccame
suspicious of wound was of such a nature that the
a
iruio! -<:»bon. The firm
hemorrhage was all internal. The woman
lias been arrested and a post mortem exlab b ( *pper Falls stock at
xva- -*
ding tor do per share; amination made of the body. The body
is now in enlarge of the coroner.
An in>r 'Ah and Water
r thus Icaving
quest was held Saturday afternoon, but
ng t«»r
-•
And yet. with the knowl- was not finished, as important evidence
has been telegraphed for.
The inouest
s
tr .in Ipng experience,
alth »ngh holding cer- will in1 resumed Monday at two P. M.
-■•!« k
as collateral, which
All parties are now anxiously awaiting
" ■*
:'i'cs|i]y in their own the developments ot the inquest. It is
-t !■> have bank notes
conjectured by some that another party is
’m v Man advanced.
implicated in litis !ragedv.
of

m;
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i
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it is to go.
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*li

made for Coe
A special dispatch to the Portland Press
small arrnv of
gives the following version of the affair:
uric armed with
“Some additional reports have been rev tlu*\
fotild find no oprv. tinm.
Indeed none of ceived trom the murder case ot Dr. Baker
ot Warren, hut up to a hour Saturday the
v
u
the delinquent
ertbrts to ascertain Coroner’s jury had not returned their verdict. and there tire strong suspicions that
tv 'In
wi iv
completely he\
h*- police officers who had no the murderer is some other person than
Mink. She was keeping house for
‘owing tie* criminal to slip Lucy
her brother, recently divorced and living
ilinger'. Shortly alter his
who was absent from town. About
w is
i iken
to
the Second ! alone,
h« r.- remained until taken eleven o’clock Friday night, she, in her
dress aroused a family living in the
pe »’ ant e before the municipal n;ght
!i
tss,-d a sleepless. Restless next house, with llie startling intelligence
that she had been shot, and was so frightpacing his room, and ened
apparently that little information
ist
was
rehim.
brought
could be gained.
0
1
s*

•

;•

was

ih,g
FiT>.

a

a
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Hiring the morning, how-
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Murder

POST OF-

Again.

Scarce is the public mind in this state
relieved ot the horror of the immediate
presence of the double murder and feartul
retribution in Aroostook, when it is
shocked anew by the terrible midnight
assassination at Warren.
It seems as
an epidemic of murder has broken

though

out in our usually quiet borders, and that
the pistol, the axe, the knife and the rope
are invoked in locations that have hitherto
been stranger- to their vengeful use.

The killing of r>r. ltaker bids fair to
become
that has

one

of tin* most

interesting

cases

been written upon the pages
of criminal records. There is in it
enough
ot the

ever

play

1

1
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jealousy,

ol

passion,

of

love, anger,

revenge and remorse, to furnish

the material for a first class novel—and
all occuring in one of the most staid and
quiet communities in sober Maine. We
sometimes think that Hawthorne's Scarlet
Letter, descriptive ot primitive New England life, is not an unfaithful picture of
the hidden currents of existence here today—that under the decorous habits and
cold demeanor of men and women into
whose natures the snows and frosts of the

climate

seem

hidden

emotions

warm

and

to have

entered, there
strong, desires
impulses as headlong as
as

are
as

the

lights up in the souls of those horn and
nurtured in southern climes. Oecasion-

sun

sionally the lava

crust breaks through, as
under notice, and we see the
vdeano seething beneath. Just consider
tli features of this ease.
A physician of

in the

Louisiana.

ease

Letter

The condition of affairs in poor, oppressed Louisiana in no better. Every

days outbreak occurs, accompanied
by bloodshed. The action of the federal
government, in setting aside an election,
and inaugurating the defeated candidates
an

by the power of the army,

is

bearing

its

natural fruits. The action cf the President was only to subvert free government,
and establish despotic rule in the State.
It set aside the Constitution.
It was

From

Correspondence

Boston

of the

The

Journal.

Warren

Correspondence

Boston, May 19.
How lustily Old Sol lias laughed at us
all the past week ! fairly shaming ns out
of petting sore throats, and horrifing ourselves with the idea, if the cramp caught
us anywhere abatt the ear, that we were
surely booked for the new disease.
Day after day, the broad space over
our heads has donned its bright blue

Murder.

of the

Generalities.

.Journal.

AVakrbn, May

20.

This usually quiet town was startled on
Saturday morning the 17th inst., to learn

•'

i.

men at once

but did not searcli it, and
-he had been frightened at
her shelter for the night.
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iIn- i!:L id, and also a map of the
■! tii ids
lb- was very fond of
1l'iieiv are
his

e

l"t

~

n

receipts among
purchase of such goods,
usting him SiliMJ. lie lias been
tin

i.i

"b

evravagam
nigh n is not

in

bis

mode

of

asserted that his

led outside of bis own
I*
llis wile and ehililren have
•■tm i’d from a
European tour.
-i it mail and thin, with
light
i-M

’.'■■■

1

moustache. He has been
-'••enness. and his countei.i* in
possesses shrewd
'' r tar
above the average.
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The

oi

Vienna

I he Wa'iiington
Bosom Post

e

Scandal.

irrespomlent

of the

May ixtli. says-—
I'ish stated yesterday that
of

S.-eretarv
lie
1 po-itiv prool that Commissioner Van
Bunn, who has ju~t been removed, was
guilt! "t about all the improper acts
barged against him. He claims to have

indubitable proof that Van Buren has
made propositions to various parties guarin’eeingthat tin- alter should have proilli••nt places it, the Kxposition on condition
that he should receive valuable consideration thercior.
These advances were
idi in the direction of cut tain
[latent
non -!- from which
Secretary Pish says
t ii Buren de-ired to realize
largely. So

the restaurant
privileges were conerned. the State Department claims that
-bjs intrigue was conducted in the most

tar

as

disgraceful manner. The names ot several
parties jn this country have already been
Btaim d who are prepared to swear that

Van Buren proposed to sell them valuable
stands at rates which would make the
private fortunes of those receiving the
The State Department exconsideration.
jicots shortly to receive a report of the
investigation from Vienna, when the
country will be put in possession ol facts
which are even more startling than anything that has yet been hinted at in this
connection.
a In- Women in the Sandwich
«ue most part. a shiftless life.

Islands live, for

been intimate with him for years, also that
she had had a child by him some
years
previous, but refused to tell any more.
Sheriff Hobbs visited the scene of the
murder Saturday morning, and found that
the body bad been conveyed to the doctor’s
late residence in Warren.
He brought
Miss Mink to Rockland and now has her
in the lock-up.
She is not communicative.
The following letter is all the documents that have been found :

[“Confidentially.”]

Warren, March f>, 1873.

Or. Baker: I wish you to come and settle
with ine without any further inducements.
L. A. Mink.
it is stated that Dr. Baker at one time

received

letter from Miss Mink, which
lie opened in a store and read before a
number ot persons, that if he did not do
certain things he had promised, she would
kil 1 him.

a

correction of the Greek text, errors,
inaccuracies, obsolete expressions, proper
names and arrangement.
There will be

to

many omissions from the new version.
The Lord’s Prayer will lose its concluding
sentence:
“For thine is the kingdom,
and the power, and the glory, amen.”
Also, the account of the woman taken in

adultery which

is not a

part

of the

orig-

inal text of John’s gospel; and the verse
in the fifth chapter ot John, beginning:
“For an angel went down into the water,”
&c. Despite the numerous changes, by
revision and omission, made and to be

made, there are critics who believe the
revision not carried to a sufficient extent
to ensure absolute authenticity.
But those who have been accustomed

of

war.

season

causes

dull

B. F. Wells is out again, after
erysipelas of the face.

in

time-

a

the

attael.

severe
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In the past tour year- the Spanish forces in
Cuba have put to death 43,500 Cuban prisoners

Planting
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■

c

streets.

spring hand

a

■
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A

A son of Gen. 1). If. Hill, of tic- Confederate
army, has been appointed a West Point cadet.

Not

j

a-

■

YVe are favored so far.
organ has appeared.
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Dandelions bloomed Iasi Sunday.

<
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*

City.

and

follows:
Capt. Brackett’s new vessel i- to be :i brig,
The latest murder mnouneed i- that of Mr.
The victim, I)r. 1’. It. Baker, although
Public Trust. Buck Pay killed him. [Bangor not a three masted schooner.
suit, he formerly resided in this place, has been Commercial.
Gardeners have commenced measuring their
with fleecy white trimmings; only throw- here this this time only about six months,
j From all parts »;’ tin* country comes the re- garden crops. Riggs has potatoes one foot in
that the season is late and vegetation adsimply usurpation and despotism. The ing the dusky mantle of evening over it as lie soon obtained a very good practice, | port
height.
vances slowly.
people are alarmed and business is inter- the sun ceased to warm and brighten the and was held in much esteem as a physi
The Brooks Farmer’s Exchange
.une out
When Oakes Ames failed, he owed seven
rupted in the States. So much for the broad expanse. So we have taken the cian. A few weeks ago Dr. Baker read millions of dollar-. Within two years he paid with a half sheet last week, and annoum I
that the publication i- to be suspended.
action ot the President and his advisers, sunny skies as an example, and have certain letters in public from a woman every dollar with interest.
our jaunty new suits most
who have thus decided that the
Four bottles of wliiskev was what a man
Gov. Crosby arrived home on Saturday,
thorough- named Lucy Ann Mank, which contained
people aired
drank in Patei son, X. .}., the other day to taper much
are not fit to govern themselves.
improved m health by his cxt« mled
ly ; even bearing with triumph the neces- threats that she would shoot him. Although oft with, hut his
taper went out in the attempt. Southern
trip, and in better spirits than lie has
This state of things was clearly foreseen sary appendage in the shape of a gor- he professed to he afraid of this
woman,
Henry Ossian Flipper Phrebus has been ap- been for long time.
and warned against by the friends of the geous new sunshade.
he still visited her.
to
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He is an American citizen of African deThe city authorities will run a free ferrv from
Everybody has been to see Barnum. brother, about one mile from the village. gia.
administration, but the warning passed
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the railroad depot across the ri\or, from
A
unheeded. A committee of the U. S. Such a rare and painfully virtuous show On Friday night Baker called on a
patient,
Tic* American plug hat is used to measure M., to o l*. M., during the period in which the
Senate, appointed to investigate the con- has never coursed this way before. Each and leaving there about nine o’clock was potatoes in by the Sandwhieh Islanders, while bridge is being repaired.
dition of Louisiana and suggest measures, morning the newspapers give a spotless not seen again until found dead shot San Domingo i? serves as a nest for setting
hens.
Owing lo the low course of tides the new
of which Carpenter, Logan, Alcorn and space to the subject of “Mothers take
schr. Lillian did not launch from ('alter’- var t
your through the heart in the chamber of this
The Supreme Court at Portland has awarded
She will remain untr
Anthony were members, made a report offsprings," and “Good Shepherds, take woman, at the house of Warren Mank. j wo land owners on Cape Elizabeth $363*2 for as announced Iasi w
last winter, in which they said—
Glad enough, too, we When found on Saturday morning, he ap- land taken bv the government. Thev claimed the tides are fuller.
your flocks.”
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The people of the State are about equally ought to be, that poor
humanity has at peared to have dressed in a hurry, as tin< fovernor Wood-on, of
divided in sentiment in regard to these preMis»ouri, has pardoned missioners, accompanied by Sup’t. Lincoln,
tended governments.
The people of New last found one thing under the sun in bed was much tumbled, his pants not but- a conviet with condition that if In* becomes in- j
tovieated by the use of strong dr'nk. h° -hall he were in our city on Tuesday, making au ex
Orleans, which is the seat of government, sup- which there is shown no
respect for per- toned, vest on wrong side out, inside coat remanded P> prison.
animation of the R- ifa-t B inch.
port tin1 McEuerv government two to one, and
Why shouldn’t ministers (poor on, and stockings partly on, his overcoat,
it is believed that if the Federal support were sons.
The Foiled States Consul at Belfast.
Mr. Ellis who recent]’, bought >ld Wa-hing
Ireland,
withdrawn fpmu the Kellogg government, it souls that
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port
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The woman, Lucy Ann Mank, came to
good store on the ground tl..
So far
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taxes, for the people have no assurance that the big tent; it may be for no worse one of the neighbors that night between voted to establish tree high schools under the
If will be seen by the paragraph ->m*. nin.
conditions of the act. psssed lc tin* last Legislapayment to the one will prevent collection by motive than to see it Brother
hav, what a snug sum the Maine Ontrai might
Murray is ten and eleven o’clock, with nothing on ture, and 110 have decided
the other government. Business is interrupted,
no to do so.
have realized in freight bad th y been
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disposed
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hour, a- part <>!
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in Nova
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.had heroine
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going to a country where red-headed women
United States, to the end that a government
hundred mouths to stretch to a capacity ing thinking something might be wrong, are never seen ." She was so mad she wouldn’t On inking a dose of -feel pens be has felt w
may be elected by the people to which they
inside ever since.
attend tin* funeral.
will submit, or winch, in case of disturbance, which, taken as a whole, would swallow
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saving
the United States can honorably maintain.
Sewell Patterson, who run- the
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While these alluring charms have been third person was connected with the affair. is put :e M-veral linn I red tons.
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map1
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a single observation
it would be that discussion going on among some solid
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Hon. Nelson Dingley combines qualities minds of the city, and elsewhere, which
An < )hiohorse thiel has developer! true genius.
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••(ills” Colburn i-.-tlight rub :-M ;.| I.-,, ; •«11 r
IIa mode of operation lias been to
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combined with a sense of the dignity due appropriately hung over the door of the
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that a terrible murder had been committed sometime during the previous night.
The facts concerning the affair are about

proceeded to her house,
supposing that education, of good family, and presumably
nothing, gave a man of mind and fair personal appear- Confederate and the other from the Fed- be sure Miss E. S. Phelps held forth upon S. P. Hall, J. (i. Stover, Capt. 1.. L. Lewis
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Our lungs
shall never touch mine.’’
the sale of liquors. Such cities and towns
Ben. Jonson, who rhymed
something felt better at once.
as vote to tiave liquors sold in their bordover two hundred years
had
a simi—The Bangor Commercial insists that ers, can have them ; and those that do not
ago,
lar notion, lie wrote—
Senator Hamlin lias not paid his portion so vote have the benefit of a
prohibitory
“Drink to me only with thine eyes,
o! the salary grab back into the Treasury,
law in their limits.
And I will pledge with mine;
Or leave a kiss but in the cup,
notwithstanding the claim to the contrary
Since the above was in
Gov. Dix
And I’ll not look lor wine.”

But,

for ali

when he and
maid tavern.

that, Ben. drank like

Shakspere

—The Waterville Mail

a

fish

met at the Mer-

sees the coming
sign in the history of the republican
party. The Mail, so long the staunch de-

of

a

type.

by his friends.

has vetoed the bill.

—The coroner’s

jury

in the Lane mur-

der case, in Dorchester, lias been unable
to identity liie murderer, and return a
verdict that he died by the hand of some
person unknown.
—We publish

on

the outside of

A Nice Father in Law.

The Gazette

—

The people ot Putnam < ounty, NVw York,
greatly concerned over the death of a beauti-

:,re

ful \ oiing girl who recently arrived at M Keel’s
corners, with a party of gypsies.
Sin* died
very suddenly, and was hastily buried bv her
oompunioiis, who immediately lell the place.
Die body was exhumed and in investigation

'bowed that she had been horribly outraged.
People are scouring the country in search of
the

gypsies.

fourteen years named Charles Davis, did

not

perform

so

much labor

as

his father-

to-day’s in-law, Turner Lord, thought he ought to,
paper an account ot the recent duel near and the latter after knocking him down
Richmond, in which both parties were several times, took him to the barn,
wounded. Since that was written, one of stripped him naked, and beat him in a
The neighbors took
most brutal manner.
them, Mordecai, has died.
tho matter up, and brought the poor boy
—The Kennebec Journal figures the re- to Dexter, and the Gazette says his back
were covered with ridges, almost
and
publican press of the State as standing on everylegs
blow he received cutting through
Governor
the
question as follows—For the skin. His head and face were also
Dingley 15; for Kent 3; tor Stone and badly beaten, undone of his ears considerably torn. Lord was arrested and on
Tillson one each.
Tuesday
arraigned at Cambridge before
—For a long time it has been customary to
Justice Bailey, who fined him $!<> and
hold great southern commercials conventions

It is suggest* i that a fine site for a new hob-1
be made of the old Angier House, from 11-

mav

southern limits
1»«^

ro

the

admirably located

Court Hou*«
on

two

Ir would
streets, and in «
Let thos,- who

very desirable part of the
aiding tIn* march of improvement tin;
this.

are

At

a

meeting

mittee of live

of

citizens on <iunlav.
eh-.sen t- lav out

was

-i

ai

pi

-t

1gramme and solicit sau.s, rtptiom mi
< >m
of .July celebration.
h-.*!i•*;i-> t d-P
the tigure around win- !' Mh-hu-miManr

mm
ir*

adulteration ot < icoa in Fngland, bv ad- pations revolve.
\V.
su.mi.i ,av Ih.P £ I non
mixture of starea and similar articles, has
>n-1 !<-i
"fought loi th comim ndatioi; from eminent judiciously expended would pi- bn-e
huali'l.’
ledi'-al authority », the Cocci and j able joIJilii'.if i-n.
"o.
ioi rign laid'
in
r or tin
i'l'c.i.
There are still trout wunin
b -i -in
i->
;>urit\ and great excellence of their goods
(Whiehaie sold Pv all grocers>, Walter Baker ‘■itv, for those who know how to catch iitam.
A I’o.. ot 'io'ton, bore awav the first
prize not Last week, Mr. Augustus ( olburn wnr on
"lily Irom the World's Fair at London, hut foot to a stream in the
neighborhood, .-and re
from the Paris F.xposition.
turned witii the handsomest lot of trout wv
have seen for a long time.
But for sum-ss .mThe Gallows.
must give to the bait, that peeuliar magnetism
which belongs to the born an_ -.
Xl.\\ York, May If*.
The Sanford line of steamers ha* settl'd iniNixon tin* murderer of Charles H.
its summer arrangement to. trips.
Tin- boat-,
Pleifier, paid the penalty of his crime on will
leave the lVnobseot for Boston .‘v-rv Monthis
The
I h

gibbet

doomed

morning:.

man.

alter taking: a farewell of his
family and
friends last evening:, ate a
hearty supper
on! remarked to his keeper, “This is my
last supper on earth, and I have done
what I never lid before, -taken two cups
"l coffee.”
lie then prayed with Father
Duranquet, rlu* prison chaplain, and fell
asleep at twelve o’clock. Hi* was awakened
at five o’clock. A
M
and having: dressed
attended mass read bv Duranquet, received the sacrament ot the Catholic
church. The only words he spoke after
were,
not

“My Saviour

was

crucified -this is

hing:.’'

flu* crowds inside the

prison yard and
At 9.02 o’clock
very large.
he left the cell and walked firmly to the
scatfold. Fathers Duranquet and McKenna
walking: on each side. Nixon carried a
large crucifix in his hands which he repeatedly kissed fervently on the way. Arriving at the. scaffold he knelt between
the clergymen and repeated the Lord's
prayer and several credos. The prayers
over, the rope was cut and the body was
launched up several feet.
After hanging some minutes a tremor
of tin
limbs and heaving of the chest
were perceptible.
At 9. If o’clock, the
physicians pronounced life extinct, and at
9.do o'clock, the bodv was cut down,
when the medical men ascertained that
tin* neck was not broken and that death
had resulted from strangulation.
Nixon made his will yesterday, bequeathing his property to his wife and
outside

were

daughter.

Francisco, May if*.
who was hanged
to-day, for the murder
San

Charles

.Mortimer

Sacramento

Mary Hibson,
lated insanity

was

with

either insane

or

in

of
simu-

singular persistency.

Me did not, or pretended not to, recognize
his brother, the minister who attended
him, his counsel, nor any other person,
lie seemed not to comprehend his position.

Ilis countenance exhibited no emotion and
he did not litter a word. Mortimer had
the reputation ol being one of the worst
criminals in (California.
Mount Cakkom,. lu... May lti.
Joseph O’Neal was hanged a lew minutes after eleven o’clock this morning in
the jail yard, for the murder of Hiram
Rex ford, on the 22(1 of September last.
He made a written confession of his crime,
and said that whiskey and a woman
caused it
He declares that his brother
Thomas is innocent ot participation in the

gives the particulars of what it justly calls murder. Thomas was tried as an accoma disgraceful
affair, which recently oc- plice and sentenced to the penitentiary lor
curred in Ripley. It seems that a lad of lile. The execution was witnessed by

Dr. Baker left Thomaston, it is supfender ot the faith, acknowledges that the
to read and treasure up the words of the
some two years and went West to
“is burdened with illegitimate sins
party
get rid of this woman, but came back and Bible of the good old days, will not find
—Credit Mobilier, back pay, embassy
located in Warren, buying a nice house, much delight in the new edition.
And it
frauds, paper credits,—till the feather
formerly the property of Dr. Kennedy,
well be doubted whether the scholars
and engaging Mrs. Olive Kirk as his may
need be but a light one that breaks the
modern
of
times
can exceed in accuracy
housekeeper. This irritated Miss Mink.
camel’s back. With the best principles in
Miss Mink had a brother return from and beauty the translation made by the
the world, no party can long outlive the
few
a
and
this may forty-seven learned men appointed
days ago,
Virginia
by
integrity o( its leaders.”
yet lead to a clue to the murderer.
King Janies, and which caused a learned
In another column, a correspondent of
T. B. Van Buren, the disgraced
admirer of their labors to exclaim that
the Journal, a most intelligent and reliable “the translators ot the
Vienna
commissioner, has written some
English Bible were
letters to the President and Secretary Pish,
gentleman, gives a clear and concise ac- no less inspired than the writers.”
count of this shocking affair.
in the latter of which the phrases are to talk about the capabilities ot the South, and costs.
resolve that that part of the
is a great
The Drummond Mine Calamity.
neither soft nor polite. A sentence in his country, with an immense country
future before it.
A six-year old was asked by his teacher
a convention is soon to tie. held at St.
Such
Cynical Lord Bulwer thus wrote to Miss
Westvili.e, N. S.. May 16. Mr. Drum- letter to the President probably gives the Louis. Now the truth of
to write a composition on the subject of
history is that one
Mary Fox of Holland House, a charming mond the President, and Mr. Burdoch, reason
why he should have a right to enterprising, inventive yankee, by the name of water, and the following is the producgirl: “Men will not marry a woman so the Vice President of the Drummond
steal.
He says—“Through two political Whitney, did more to improve and enrich the tion : “Water is good to drink, is good
much because they admire her, as because
South than all the talking conventions that ever to swim in, and to skate on when frozen.
Colliery, arrived last night. They are
think
wish
she
admires
It
them.
they
you
deeply affected at the awful disaster. The campaigns I have, at my own expense, were held there. [Kennebec Journal.
When I was a little baby, the nurse used
to keep well with your husband, and if fire is now
But then, again, if the South had not to bathe me
considered thoroughly under and without fee or reward of any kind,
every morning in water. I
wish
to
a
the
you
husband,
get
happy control.
little smoke or flame issues given
my best efforts to your success.” raised it great staple in abundance, Whit- have been told that the Injuns don’t wash
individual must think you consider no from the Very and
it is expected to-day
slopes,
man equal to him.
Why shouldn’t the man that did that much ney’s cotton gin would never have seen themselves blit once in ten years. I wish
All men will believe that all the
pits will be dampened, and
I was an Injun.”
this and think it quite natural.” He tells
that a sufficient quantity ot carbonic acid for a President who increased his own the light, and J.he great factories of the
the fair lady that “it is not
necessary she gas will be in the mine to put out the fire. salary $100,000 a term, himself have his north be
among the things that are not.
“Why should we celebrate Washington’s
should adore” the man she marries; it is
little pickings? It is shameful to thus Seems to us that the south has a right to birthday more than mine?” asked a teacher.
only necessary lie should think he is
The war on lager beer is progressing vigorBecause he never told a lie!” shuttled a little
adored.
abuse a patriot.
ously ill Boston.
boy.
| convene and do a part of the talking.

posed.

j

they have the blacks thov lose all their white
patrons, and it they don't, the “enforcement
T* g "
tor them through the
in>trumcntalit)
of some putted up negro iusti v.
Altogether
there is a Unisonal crisis.

There
about one hundred persons.
an immense crowd outside the walls.

was

Hon. W. G. Crosby last winter visited
Florida, and while absent lie wrote home
a series of interesting letters to the Belfast
Journal. Referring to one of the Florida
towns (St. Augustine, we believe,) he
wrote—“ I’he buildings are principally of
coquina, a eonglomorate or concretion ot
minute sea shells, the principal locality of
which is on the island.
It is quarried in
blocks of about the same dimensions as
the stones used in the construction of
granite buildings with us.” A sample of
rock very much like that spoken of as
“coquina,” was lonnd among the debris
of the old fort, on the Lewis farm, at
I’emaquid, three years ago, at the time of
the visit of the Historical Society to that

spot.

[Brunswick Telegraph.

We are inThe Lobsteu Business.
tormed that 4,390 cans ot lobsters were
at Oastine
put up in J. W. Jones’ factory
on Saturday, which is said to be the largest
Pay’s work ever done in any factory in
The schooner Mountain Fawn,
town.
Capt. Decker, arrived at Oastine on Wednesday, with 35,120 lhs. of lobsters, the
largest single lot ever brought into the

place.

[Whig.

day* Wednesday, Thursday

and Saturn

I:

tv.

turning, will leave Boston each Mmidt.. Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. The boat* hav
been put in capital order, ai d will do a
bug.
business tins summer.
Mr. W- F. Washburn, of this ritv, died in
Box bury on Sundav last. In tie* hop* ot a.
curing relict from tlm-aten.-d m^fiin cmii i.i
a
change of cllmati he had li\ 1 in >-»g:naW

ity, Michigan, for a vear, witii »-v idem im
But recently unfavorable symptoo
-et in, and he started for home, in
Jo
hope
in his native place.
Beaching his friends near
Boston, he was too mm h “xhatiste l i«. yr

(

provement.

>

ceed, and died

as

above Male

I.

An adjourned «-it:/.ens* im-i '-u
w is heid
u
Haylord Hall. Tuesday vvnim.:. f arrang*- for
a public celebration of the i-usiing 4th
Inly
Hon. A. G. Jewett presided. The -ommittee
<

appointed to solicit siibseripi ions reported
detieienev of £200: and were instrmte I to continue canvassing and report next Saturday cy
ning, at vvhi *h time all subscribers ar» r> pli
ed to he present for the purpose* of appointing
a

Committee of Arrangements.

Three cargoes of potatoes has been sbipp.- i ?
Boston the past week—soli. Forest <^u n !.\
Albert Carter, sell. Banner bv \\ .ml-, Mathew
and Baker, Seh. 1>. K. A rev b\ Win. Pitcher A
Son.
Geo. F. White has loaded tlie —-hr>. M
W. Drew and J. G. Drew with h iv from thicity and seh. Nellie Trim with lime from Rockport, all for Jacksonville, Fla. Pitcher a Gor
ham have loaded brig Charles Weslev with h e.
for Charleston. S. C. Sch. Malabar from Bal
more is discharging a cargo of < 'mu:
uni *a
for Pitcher A Son.
.-

Besides the amount of hav a- given in anotn
place, Winterport ha- exported the ; i-t -»•
son 51,000 bushels ot potatoes, f>00 bushels ,*t

er

turnips and 300 barrels of apples, by the follow
ing firms:

Thomas A Barrows, 14,000 bushelG. Campbell. 1*2.000 of potato.J. Clark, .5,000 bushels of point'"-- *i.• i ■»>».
do. of turnips; F. C. (’lenient-,
bushels >.•
potatoes; Samuel Ames, 4..50O l»u*hei- ,»t j...
tatoes; F. If. Nealcv. J.000 bu-h.-i»■
and 300 barrels of apples.
of

potatoes; R.

Belfast is to be favored, on Friday next, witli
visit from the celebrated Fury M^ter-. Thewonderful children weighed but <>m
poun t
each at birth. Cassic, now ten years of age,
weighs twelve pounds, and Victoria, of three,
weighs but *i\ pounds. Their parents are
Thomas H. Foster and his wife, of Hampton.
Nova Scotia, a little fishing town, formerly
a

known

as

Chute’s Cove, and situated about

ninety miles northwest of Halifax. Tin* tathci
is a large, well-built man near v -ix fen tail,
apparently about thirty-six year- ot age. while
his wife is a well-proportioned la.lv, rather
above the medium height, ami a few years
younger than her husband.
The children are simply wonderful a- miniature human being-—perfect I \
shaped, -mart,
vivacious ami interesting in ••very wav. No one
can see them without expressions of wonder
and delight. Moses Owen, the Bath poet, was so
much interested in these fairies, that he wrote
the following lines—
In olden times upon the green
The fairies reveled in their glee,
And crowned with flowers the Fairy Qneeu,
While earth was full of melody.
The luckless wight who passed their haunt,
Dared not molest the happy throng,
But stood amazed while fear did daunt,
And listened to their artless song.
And now these Fairies turn again
And taste the sweets of earth once more
VICTORIA, CASS IK, come to reign
As Fairies on this mortal shore.
Nor dance they in the wild-woods shade,
Nor love the darksome shad s of night,
turn them Irom the forest glade
And seek the blessed realms ot light.
lx>ng may they keep their sunny way.
And earth grow brighter where they tread;
O’er mortal hearts they e’er have sway.
For love and beauty here are wed.

They

They will hold levees sit Hay lord Hull
Friday afternoon and evening.
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the several

.•i.stheiiiselves. not
ihe railroad.
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•i k
i In all the prinei\ w Orleans. with
< tptain
is. -hipp. d by
graiihe quarries of the
>

>

raged SIT per ton.
1 n ine: s. from this
!i

a\t

ing God, and that there

never was a time when
there was not a God. Ami that His laws are
fixed and cannot be changed. He explained

'p; ..'7...no,
i*• 300
whole

hay

of

no-

g:

77 tas the
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Fa>t
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the Dr.

road with forty thousand sleepers.
The citizens ol Bucksport are all alive
and have the railroad fever “red-hot”.
With this road to Bangor and the Shore
Bine to Ellsworth, Machias, and Calais—
as they feel sure they
shall—Bucksport,
they predict, will become a large and
prosperous city. The people of Bucksport
are in earnest and mean business and
they have got the “stamps” to back up
their talk. With an open harbor all the
year, with railroad communication with
the great lumber regions of the North and
East, Bucksport, aided in her advancement by her liberal citizens, will become
a
powerful rival of this city.

convicted of procuring an abortion
upon one Deborah Chapman, then pregnant
with child, apd during the same term a pardon
1'earing date Dec. 22d, L>d7, was granted which
coming so speedily upon conviction, with the
was

Trouble

loss

a

piety

this the fact: that when Mrs. Cal 1 found
passage in any of her hooks that she thought

was

not

jointed

at

■

■

■

j

>1

■

B r

L Kiel).
M H Xf il lor.

'pk

\

for-!.

\

Wentworth.
d A

>-

P Thompson.
Sup. bv W B Jackson.
d W
Day.
[' E Knowltoh.
l
X.
baplin
I

J'-n

«

*

!','nile oeenrrt d in Brookmorning. *) ust before
M Dingee, President

Samr«4a\

urg Dime Savings Bank
ie the lower
par* .of bis

11)'
'•

1

1

ni.mediatelv

•

d"\vn

l'
:dw*nt t<* ransack the
A‘/hter ,,f Mr. Dingee. a

Tre

•-

asarose to
<»t the disturbane *fi.
stairs lie discovered .‘t

vears

1

’*le

■

it

Iiffp.

Was

also

tiowe, and upon emergand seeing the thief

>••• -in

•t

his

p
411

hand, she called

■—lance
The fellow disshots at her. neither of which

Mr
I
S'

l>ingee then grappled
ind a desperate struggle

have heard
'"ling lady, and Mr. Din’hat tiis antagonist was fast
tier of him in the
struggle.
position in which her father
nd realizing the fact that he
o! being murdered bv the
_r
Miss Dingee went to her
‘i*l after a brief tussle
one

appear;

to

■■

■

■' I mself
overcome.
The
hi1 .ii<-ceeded in
pinioning
i’ti!' ot the thic‘1. when the officers armd nrivsied him
The tliict gave
auie
as
John McIIalpin.
When
bed. he was found in possession ol
1

Men

’•

;«ii ket-tiooks,

containing

a

large

money, some valuable papers,
watches, and a Smith & Wesson roll was subsequently discovered
.<
had confederates in the house,
thought that if the officers had
arrived when they did. both Miss
1'
"d her father would have been
murdered.

sum

ot

•vi

matter of course, when clergymen
votin')ge they preach old sermons. That
they mav do so is one of the reasons foi
It does not follow, how^changing
's that they should not look over the
MSS to sec it the local (joints need alterWe read of a Somerville. (Mass.)
ation
preacher who went over lately to Andovei
to preach
In his discourse was allusion
ihe Insane Asylum at Somerville.
And
loi getting that he was in Andover, lie
said
“Sooner than a child of mini
should !>e subjected to such influences )
would be- willing to have him confined in
vender institution.” And the good mar
(minted directly at the Andover Theologiai Seminary
A-

a

Postal

the

Cards.

Philadelphia gentleman,

of known

the Dr., she put it in a position to he
tired off at him? For instance, did she not open
b
Mull, "tail 4 o I lege.
l. E. s.
the hook at the very passage which you quote,
s'»• *i;
“Words tell what you should he; deeds tell
)*i' rijirr.
what uon are. Ac.,” and place it upon the table
I * r... Presiding Elder.
in his office pointing to him? Without expres>A Plummer.
Sup. by .] Bean. t ing any opinion of my own, 1 simply remark
I n be sup.
; th.it 1 heard it expressed hv more than one who
<
V Eidridife.
knew tin1 Dr. better than 1 did. that if "lie had
W T dewell,
s H Beale,
opened to the passage “Lord have mercy upon
i I.H lliseiun.
me a sinner,” the Dr. would have written un‘A I. Brown.
der it, “Amen.”
I> E Stinson.
In regard to the “retired diipmu
who
• \ Moielen.
E A Bragdon. was admitted to membership in the church,
Will Hi'ei I.
does not she admit that she held the same
I
be 'lip.
opinion that tin- Dr. did, till alter her interview
W B Fenlason.
\ 11 Hanseom.
with the minister? It must lie remembered that
I o be sup.
the Dr. did not interview the minister, and
bv < Kirkland.
therefore could not change his opinion.
B B Byrne,
s L Haiiseoili.
The “error in the paragraph of your corresA I Look wood.
pondent which states that ‘the harmony of their
W Farr.
union was disturbed’ before the second day of
B M Mitchell.
their marriage,” cannot he corrected until
4' L Haskell.
\
Townsend. satistactory explanation is given why the Dr.
•-> M Dunton.
A
i left her bed at midnight and wandered about
ITS ,..'d E. M. 4seminary.
the streets of Lowell and “among tin- tombs,”
ark. « h ipi ilu l
s.
and finding more comfort in watching the slayIM' KloNlt OISTK1CT.
! ing "1 bullocks in a slaughter house than in bed
il
—Pr --iding Elder.
with the woman he had married not forty-eight
d b li nowles.
hours before.
G Stone,
sup. v ( II Knowles.
The next paragraph in “E.V* letter he will
K s Dixon,
find by a careful reading of mine is not much at
d Collins,
I W Williams.
variance. He quotes, “on the next day she went
ip.
•I King,
to Bostou Ac” evidently understanding that I
t; (, Winslow.
wished to convey the idea that -die went on the 1
X Webb.
day following the eventful night “among the
K M Fowler.
W W Marsh.
tombs.’’
B S A rev.
In the paragraph in which my corrector
<
E Sjn ingor.
wishes to substitute for my “recital of his
'Up. b. .1 W Perry.
Sup.‘by E Bryant. grievances” the words “a series of talse acV
D M True. cusations
Ac,” 1 cannot take issue with aim,
E» Smith.
for in that letter is is the gist of the case, and I
4
H Bray.
P F Brown.
am not the tribunal to decide; neither is he.
1
M 4 Pr«*scott.
will compromise and say to him it was a “red X Marsh,
dp Simonton. cital of grievances,” and without any expressed :
i-.
opinion on my part let “E” say that to her it ;
'.ip. b\ A Plummer,
v
sup. bv / Davis
was “a series ot false accusations of a
grossly j
1
\
>up. b\ W d < '1 llford
insulting character.” But it must be admitted j
P Higgni'
I. I> Wardwell. that there was testimony sustaining both asser-

\

with

The alacrity with which the American
mind seizes upon the postal cards, wherever they have penetrated, as a
cheap and
reasons set forth upon the record, was considsale method of rending the peace ot
happy
ered, I believe, a complete justification of the
families,shows that therojis fun and misery
Dr. Be that as it may. very few of the age of ahead. There was a
young man of Utica,
Mrs. Call would have known anything about it, a nice young follow, just home from colhut for this trial.
for
a
little vacation
his lather deslege
Again, I think it appears from the reading of tined him tor the ministry. Well, a postal
my corrector’s letter that the Dr. was accus- card came to him, the other day, on
which was a bill for wine, gin and
tomed to hunt up his wife’s religious hooks and
cigars.
Tim father got hold ot it, of course, and
to take every opportunity to deface them with
how much stock does lie take in his son’s
“coarse, vulgar and insulting pencilling.” But
now?
A

d Bean.
l> Godfrey.
II Beuuctt.
<
W Porter.
Sup. b\ S Boodv.
M D Mathews,
sup. by E s Ereneh.

a

the well-known railroad contractor,
lias taken a contract to
supply theB. & B.

The proof as shown by the records was that
in tlie Court of Common Pleas, December Term
ls;V7. when Mrs. Call was about one year old,
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Already

riage.

Presiding Elder.
G K Palmer.
A Prince.
W B Eld ridge.
W
II
Bolton.
Wentworth.
< E Libbv.
E 11 Bean.
N Whitney.
-l \ 1‘lumnn r.
1 ho* p, Tupper.
1 W !1 Groin well,
l !l Moores.
E skinner.
D II Sherman.
\ < 'liurcli.
T Gerrish.
<
B Besse.
i Morse.
Y\ H Williams.

1 'rail,

■

I

the entire route.
W. C. Pitman, Esq., of this

on

city,

been disguised from bis wife.
“The first allegation” says E., was that Dr.
< all greatly deceived, Ac., and “to
prove this
charge the libellant produced the record ot the
Supreme Court in Lincoln Co., showing that
l>r. Call had been convicted of a state Prison
offense. Ac.,” unknown to his wife before mar-

;::!nn‘iib were made
Donfcrcnee of the
hu:« li. which closed

»•

M.adav

hard cuts

never

»1M Ml \ Is

N

j river road quite closely and in making a
number of curves to avoid cutting crosses
in several places.
There are but few

after death, as generally understood, was an
hallucination. He also stated that his belief had

Conference.

\

walking on the embankments enjoying
the novelty of the sensation.
It a roadbed without rails so pleases them, imagine
their delight at the first note of the locomotive’s whistle ! The road follows the

faculties or powers is the mind, and he believed
that the sensorial faculties would be dissolved
with tho body. And that the state of existence

from

Bangor and Iloekland.

’->

From below Brewer to Bucksport the
sub-contractors have partially completed
a
number ol sections. These isolated
road-beds in the woods, and along the
shore are the best evidences of the large
amount of work, already
accomplished.
Numbers ol people in Orrington were

what he meant by the “sensorial faculties,’* and
the sense in which he used the term hallucinations. The sensotium is the brain, the sensorial

line.

>>!

;i

!

likely.

my corrector and say that it “breathes a
most Christian spirit.r
1 do not, however, understand upon what authority he asserts in the
rest of the sentence that this letter “proved to
the satisfaction of the court that *hc was in no
respect responsible for the separation.”
S > far as their religious characters entered into the ease, the general opinion must he that she
stands superior to the Dr.: tho' if is hardly
true that he admitted a belief in no higher destiny than the “beasts of the field.” He stated he
believed in a God. and that He is a never end-

small porB**aeb. say

a

h ,1 to

11

n()0

N,.;;,’Sport.

III

ex-

tilling, and the erection of a retaining
Aside
newspaper that publishes a fair account of wall twelve hundred feet long.
the leading points in the case (of a nine days from this place the route is remarkably
trial it cannot give space for minor points) is j easy.
By the 1st of next January it is
hut satisfying the public demauds. And “your j expected to have the rails laid, and trains
correspondent” is not conscious of any other ! running daily between Bangor and Bucksport.
motion than to give a fair account.
Col. Gowen, the contractor has had
I do not understand that “E” charges upon
long
experience in the building of railme :iuv attempt to detract from the religious
ways, having executed immense contracts
character of Mrs. Call, but rather complains in Russia in the
building of Government
that 1 could not have discovered more of the roads.
satanic character of the doctor, and could not
in a subsequent inspection of the route
>ee that this “devil is an ass.”
The letter writ- by our
reporter be found that the fulfilten by Mrs. Call was given in full without comment of Co!. Gowen’s prediction—that
ments, which are unnecessary in a plain statethe road would be graded to opposite this
ment of facts; hut 1 will now adopt the comcity in August—was in all probability

Willit.

proper that 1 should “rise to

the

a v iug that
; Dan i»'*l Lane
m«. Dr, \
W.

l'«* toils.

ulali,

j

b

>iis.

a

lb

toils;

me

all public trials of this nature, whore the
cases which bring the parties into court
have
been long discussed in the community, a deep
interest is felt by the friends of the parties on
hnth sides, and a desire created to know what
may he developed upon the trial, which from
various causes they are unable to attend. And

Sibley,
George

A

to

ms

In

A Raker,
1.000 tons;

a ill.

>.-i

Bucksport Railway.

In an interview day before yesterday
with Col. Gowen, the chief contractor of
the Bangor and Bucksport railway, our
reporter received information of interest
Fore-warned is fore-armed. Keep Henry’s
to all friends of that road which BucksCarbolic Salve always in the house. Beport is rapidly pushing up the river to ware of worthless imitations. It is endorsed
bv the leading physicians and pharmaceutists.
this city.
Next week. Col. Gowen informed us, Genuine, has the private stamp of John F.
Henry, 8 & 9 College Place, N. Y.
men will be engaged upon
every mile oi
the road from Brewer to the village of
Centaur Liniment.
Bucksport. Bv August the entire road
There is no pain which the Centaur Liniment
will be graded to opposite the Toll
Bridge
between this city and Brewer. Three
will not relieve, no swelling it will not subdue,
hundred men are now employed on the
road. The ugliest and hardest place on and no lameness which it will not cure. This
the road is at Spratt’s brook where there
is a ravine which, it is estimated, will re- is strong language, but it is true. Where the
quire thirty-six thousand cubic yards of parts are not gone, its effects are marvelous.

plain.”
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Prof. McAdams of Edinburgh, announces |
BATCHELORS HAIR DYE.
the startling medical fact that ordinary wheat
This
splendd Hair Dye is the best in the world.
flour when mixed with air in certain propor- !
Truei and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
tions becomes dangerously explosive.
Which j The only
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridicuexplains why the cook is so apt to get blown lous tints or uupleasaut odor. Remedies the ill efup when her ’air is found mixed in the break- fects of bad dyes and washes. Produces Immedifast-rolls.
ately^! superb Black or Natural Brown, and

From tlie llangor Commercial.

Republican Journal.

Divorce Case Again.

Far he it from my purpose to keep before the
public a matter which may be unpleasant to the
parties concerned; hut as some one over the
signature of “F” in tho last Journal, who it
seems mud hnye viewed this case Irom a more
1 stand-point, charges, or at least in**imi:- t li.it “vour correspondent,” has misrepr» -(ntcil the facts as they appeared upon the
trial, and must stand corrected by his dictum,
■

th-
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The Call

probity and correct business
habits, was pleasantly informed, the other
day, by postal card, that: “Unless that
small iiiil for washing was settled, Mrs.
Mullony would bring suit before an aiderman
Poor man. it out him to the
heart, lor his clerks saw it, and he feels
like a sheep thiet. Another
Philadelphia
man received this
suggestive epistle:—
Pear tills: [ will he oil at ti P. M. Put a bottle "f Ku-derer on ice. Yours.
,1. T, Y.
“(1 us” is a church deacon, a man of
stainless reputation, and an

exemplary

Christian ; lie don’t know “Rwderer” from
tusil oil.
But the post office clerks, tho
carrier and his family saw that card, and
it is a thorn in his side that they think he
is accustomed to drink iced “Roaderer”
with “J.T. V.”
And a man is so helpless. too. lie may get a bushel of cards
every day, each one containing a villainous libel, but lie has no redress.
A population that will stand this sort ot thing is

good property just

a

now.

The

Maine Central Railroad extension from opposite Kendall’s Mills to
Winslow bridge will be ready for trains
by the 10th of June. The track is being
laid directly upon the ground, and
ledges
ate avoided as far as
possible. The buildof
culverts will not be undertaken at
ing
present, but the track will be run over
stout wooden horses.
The track will be
put in first-class condition during the
Probate
Asa Till

The

tollowing business

was

P, Field

transacted

Register.
at

the

May

Term of said Court—
Administration

upon

the

Estates

of—

James B.

Williams, late of Islesboro, Prudence
Administratrix; Stattra F. Sparrow, late
of Prospect, Henry Sparrow Administrator; Philip
Gilkey, Senior, late ot Searsport, Royal Gilkey AdWilliams

ministrator de bonis non; Nathaniel Gurney, late
Belfast, Thomas Gurney and Samuel Kingsbury

ol

Executors,
Beniamin F, Dyer over
minor; Thomas H. Gurney over

Guardians Appointed—
Charles A.

Doe,

minor child of

a

Henry Whitney

late of

Waldo, de-

Had I been speaking of the operations
ceased,
of her mind I might have used other terms, but
Licenses:™ Sell Real Estate on Estates of
speaking of the document as emanating from ! —Hugh Lang, late of Brooks; Charles A. Locke,
his mind, “grieviauces” is the word to express late ot Swanville; Mary Haiper, late of Belfast.
Inventories Filed on Estates of—Samuel
it; the Dr. did not say in the other paragraph
in the letter that lihe had had no other inter- I ngraham late of Searsmont; Mary E. F. Murry late
of Belfast; Eli Littlefield of Waldo; William Furcourse with her for five years than that of the
passions.” He says “Our commerce has been bush of Montville; minor heirs of Jesse Nickerson
late of Winterport; minor heir of Joseph C. Jackof the passion, and not of the affections.”
Your correspondent is charged with “labor- son late of Montville; Winfield S. Blethen and
minors of Thorndike.
ing under a gross misapprehension in supposing others,
Accounts Allowed on Estates of—Minor
that a divorce was decreed upon the consent of
heir of Henry Skinner, late of Searsmont; minor
the Deft.” And why so charged? Your corheir of Henry Whitney, late ot Waldo; Ada M.
knows
that
divorces
cannot be derespondent
Gilchrist, minor; minor heirs of Jane N. Pendleton,
creed by consent of parties, and upon what late of Prospect; minor heirs of James
Vickery,
clause in his letter is this “misapprehension” late of Waldo,
Will Pupated of—Nathaniel Gurney, late of
based. He cave the remarks ot the counsel for
was

something “corresponding”

to the remarks
enough to satisfy the deft, and sufficient
for the purpose of the oilier side—and then
added “whereupon the court ordered a decree
or

Belfast.

concluded,

Pills,

lias it; “that the Hefts, counsel had wisely
abandoned the defence." &<•., but charging that
the termination of the trial in this manner
would be looked upon as occupying the court

During

one

of the recent exhibitions of

menagerie in a neighboring oily a young
husband, the happy father of a chubby,
rosy-cheeked baby, was wandering around

the concern, and after awhile neared the
vicinity of the headquarters of the “Wild

Potions and

A revenue assessor in Ohio, asking the usual
Did your wife have any
questions, inquired :
income last year?”
Yes, sir,” replied the assessed, both girls.”

An inventor has attached to a pair of barker’s
shears an elastic, hollow bail, which is compressed by the operation of cutting, and a current of air, forced out from the ball, is directed
along the edges of the blades, and blows away
tlie fragments of the hair as fast as they are cut.
Why eouidp’t this thing he made to work on a
saloon pie-knife?

the indiscretions or excesses of mature
youth
years. This is indeed a book lor every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true way
It is the cheapest and
to health and happiness.
best medical work ever published, and the only one
l'.U)th edition,
on this class of ills worth reading.
revised, much enlarged,illustrated, bound in beautiPrice only $1.
Sent by mail,
ful French cloth.
post paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch street,
Boston, Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Physician. N. B. The author may be consulted on
the above as well as all diseases requiiing skill and

Iv39sp

year

one

than have till other pretended remedies since
the world began.

It is

counter-irritant,

a

all-healing pain reliever.

an

Cripples throw away

their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites
are

rendered harmless and the wounded

healed without

It

a scar.

is

no

are

The

humbug.

published around each bottle.

recipe

is

selling

as no

artiele

ever

because it does just what it
Those who

now

do.

to

suffer if they will not

to

Centaur Liniment.
of retuarkab!

pretends

suffer from rheumatism,pain

swelling deserve

is

It

before sold, and it sells

or

use

More than 1000 certificates

cures,

including frozen limbs,

chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors,Ac.,
have been received.

We will send

a

circular

containing certificates, the recipe, Ac., gratis,
any

one

requesting it.

One bottle of the yellow

wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth
dred dollars for spavined
and mules,

for

or

to

or

screw-worm

one

sheep. Stock-

owners—this liniment is worth your attention.
No family should he without Centaur Liniment.
J. B. Rose A Co., New York.
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farmer in every town as agent
For terms,
for the Collins Solid Steel Plows.
write to Collins At. Co., 212 Water streets, New
3m
York.
a

retail quick for $10
R. L. WOLCOTT, 1*1 Chatham Sq., N. Y.
12

Samples by mail.bo

Natick, Mass., Jan. I, 1873.
Mr 11. K. Stevens :
Dear Sir—We have good reason for regarding
your Vegetine a medicine of tlie* greatest value.
We feel assured that it has been the means of savHe iH now seventeen years of
ing our sou's life.
age; lor the last two years he has suffered from
necrosis of his leg, caused by scrofulous affection,
and was so far reduced that all who saw him
thought his recovery impossible. A council of able
physicians could give us but the faintest hope ot his
ever rallying, two of the number declaring that he
was beyond the reach of human remedies, that even
amputation could not save him, as he had not vigor
enough to endure the operation Just then we commenced giving him Vegetine. and from that time
to the present lie has been continuously improving.
He has lately resumed his studies, thrown away
crutches and cane, and walks about cheerful and
strong.

Though

there is still some discharge from the
opening where his limb was lauced, we have the
fullest confidence that in a little time he will be perfectly cured.
He has taken about three dozen bottles ot VEGETINE, but latelv uses but little, as he declares that
lie is too well to be taking medicine.
E. S. BEST.
Respectfully yours,
MRS. L. C. F. BEST.
The range ot disorders which yield to the influence
of this medicine, and the number of defined diseases
which it never fails to cure, are greater than any
other single medicine has hitherto been even recommended for,by any other than the proprietors of some
quack nostrum. These diseases are Scrofula and all
Eruptive diseases and Tumors, Rheumaiism, Gout,
Neuralgia, and Spinal complaints, and all inflammatory symptoms, Ulcers, all Syphilt c disenses,
Kidney and Bladder diseases, Dropsy, the whole
train of painful disorders which so generally afflict.
American women, and which carry
thousands ot them to premature graves; Dyspepsia,that
universal curse ot American manhood; Heartburn,
Piles, Constipation, Nervousness, inability to sleep
and impure blood.
This is a formidable list of human ailments for any
single medicine to successfully attack, and it is not
probable that any one article before the public has
the power to cure the quarter of them excepting the
Vegetine. It lays the axe at the root of the tree
of disease by first eliminating every impurity from
the blood, promoting the secretions, opening the
pores—the great escape valves of the system—invigorating the liver to its lull and natural action,
cleansing the stomach and strengthening digestion.
This much accomplished, the speedy and the permanent cure of not ouly the diseases we have
enumerated, but likewise the whole traiu of chronic
and constitutionl disorders, is certain to follow.
This is precisely what Vegetine does, and it does
it so quickly and so easily, that it is an accomplished
tact almost before the patient is aware of it himse.f.
46a p

annually

Castoui a is more than a substitute for Castor Oil.
It is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind colic and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take.
Children
need uot cry and mothers may rest.

Wanted,

The following letter from REV. E.S. BEST, Pastor M. E. Church, Natick, Mass., will be read with
interest by many physicians. Also those suffering
from the same disease as afflicted the son of the
Rev. E. S. Best.
No person can doubt this testimony, and there is no doubt about the curative
of
Vegetine.
powers

hun-

sweenied horses
in

The Best Evidence!

els,

Iyr20.

BELFAST

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, May 21, 1873.
8a9
$9.50al3.50iRound Hog,
80a00 Clear Salt Pork,
$20a22
1,10al. 15 Mutton per lb.,
8a0

Corrected

Flour,
Corn Meal,
Rye Meal,
Rye,
Corn,
Barley,
Beans,

90a 1.00 Lamb per lb.,
sOaOO Turkey per lb.,
G0aG5 Chicken per lb.,
2.50&3.00 Duck per lb.,

OaO
25a00
I7a20
18a20
15a00

Marrowfat Peas, 1.25al.50Geese^ier lb.,
()0a(‘>5 Hay per ton,
$12al5
Oats,
70a75 Lime,
Potatoes,
$1.40a0.00
6u8 Washed Wool,
Dried Apples,
45a00
ooaoo!Unwashed Wool,
3:>aOO
Cooking Apples,
25a35 Pulled Wool,
45a50
Butter,
I8a2(>! Hides,
7 l-2a0
Cheese,
lSalGlCaff Skins,
20a00
Eggs,
$I.U0a2.00
Lard,
Skins,
i2al4|Sheep
SaH) Hard Wood,
Beef,
$7.uOaS.OO
Baldwin Apples, saal .<»0 Soft Wood,
$4.00aU.00
41-2a5
Veal,
7a8iDry Pollock,
$8,00a0.00
Dry Cod,
7a8lSti?iw,

CATTLE MARKET,

BRIGHTON

Wednesday, May 14, 1873.
At market this week—2735 Cattle; 5182 Sheep and
Lambs; 13900 Swine; Western Cattle 2585; Nort^
ern Cattle ami Working Oxen and
Milch Cows
150; Eastern Cattle, —.
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lbs.live weight
Extra quality, $7 25u$? 50; First quality, $<• 75a7 00;
Second quality, $»> ouajui 50; Third qualit) ,$4 75a5 50
poorest gratie of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c, $3 50a4 60.
By the pound, dressed weight, from 5alie per lb.
Hides—Hides
l*2c; Tallow OaO l-2c per lb;
Country Tallow 5a5 l-2c ; Country H ides 9c per lb;
Calf Skins 16a20c per lb; Sheep Skins $1 75a
2 50.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7 ft
$245; 1 pr, 7 ft $225; 1 pr 0 ft, 7 in $190;
pr 0 ft
8 in, $210; 1 pr 0 tt 0 in $ 145; 1 pr 0 ft 0 in $150; 1 pr
Oft Gin $270.
Milch Cows—Extra $55a$90; ordinary $25a$5o.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep and l.amcs
cost, delivered at Brighton, from OaG l-2c per lb;
Wool Sheep from 7a8c per lb.
Swine—Store Pigs wholesale 7a9c; retail Sail.
Fal Hogs, 10,400 at market; prices < uO l-2c per lb.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

HOUSE PAINTING!
Paperhanging, Graining

best

by
M. A.

and

Glazing done in the

manner

CULLNAN.

CONSUMPTION CAN B£ CUBED.
SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
Consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will

often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up
the liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of
the very organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds ot the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy ;
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition of the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
so affected, if they take one or two heavy colds, and
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
lungs,liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs are a mass ol sores, and ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain nyopium, noranythiug calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food,mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive,
skin sallow and the patient is of a bilious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr. J. II.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street,
Boston, and JOHN F. HENRY, 8 College place,
New York, Wholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists generally.—Iy3sp

THE MOSTPOPOLAjRMEDICINE EXTANT
1840. Over Thirty Years 1813.
Mince

the

Introduction

PERRY

The smallest

FAMILY!

PORT OF

R E I.FA ST

May

12. Schrs Wild Rover, Prince, Bangor.
13. W G Eaddie, Ryder, Carver’s Harbor.
15. Gen Meade, Patterson. Boston ; Isis,
Bullock,
do; Nathan Clifford, Coombs, Orland.
10.
Volant, Dodge, Hoboken; J^ck Downing,
Patterson, Rockland; Ocean Queen, Parker, Gloucester.
17. Brig Charles Wesley, Harding, Newburyport.
18. D K Arey, Ryan, Boston; P M Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s Harbor.

SAILED.
s

May H.

Sells

Harmona, Sylvester, Charleston,

15.
James Garcelou, Fernald, Boston; Wild
Rover, Prince, Portland; P M Bonnie, Burgess,
Carver’s Harbor.
10. Brig Ella Vail, Gamage, Cape Sable.
17. Schs J G Drew, Carter Jacksonville, Fla; M
W Drew, Chaples, do; Nathan Clifford,
Coombs,
New York; Ocean Queen, Parker, Bangor.
18. W G Eaddie, Ryder, Dix Island.
The United States Government will replace the
tower at Two Lights, Cape Elizabeth, that bears the
revolving light, with an iron tower similar in shape
and size to the
present one and to be built by the
Portland Machine Works.
It is possible that an
iron tower will glso take the
place of the other stone
one at the same spot.
A new iron top is to be built
both for Seguin Light and the iight on Noah’s Island,

DENTISTRY!

••

SUICIDE

result of

inactive

of liver
ami stomach, producing headache, obtuse intellect, dullness, despondency, dementia, and
finally insanity, is do uncommon occurence.
All of thesp disagreeable symptoms and bail
feelings are most certainly dispelled by the use
of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery. It
revitalizes and builds up the whole system. A
little book on chronic diseases sent free. Address K. V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N. Y.
680
as

|

the

COMMITTED,

an

PAIN-KILLER!

DR. Gr. P. LOMBARD,
«ucc«»or to Dr. €!. MOORC,

another case of bronchitis cured.

Bkidgewater. N. S., March 2d, 1869.

Mr. James I. Fellows.

requiring

dozen, I sold it to different parties, and now
there is a general demand for it from all
part.
Respectfully yours,
J. W. NELSON.
H. Coffil was cured ol Consumption in
J.'ififiby fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites; his letter was published some time
ago.

A charitable lady of St. Louis sent one of her
last year’s dresses to a destitute woman on the
6th. She was somewhat surprised to have it
returned wit!) the statement tiiat it was too full
behind for the present style, and would she
take out a breadth and change the trimming.

pain-killer

TheIs equally
applicable and efficacious to young
old.
or

pain-killer

TheIs both Internal and External remedy,
pain-killer
Will
Fever and Ague when other
Thedies
have failed.
an

cure

reme-

killer
be used at the first manifestations of
TheShould
Cold
pain
or

Cough.

the (ireat Family Medicine of the
THEIs PAIN-KILLER
Age.
PAIN-KILLER
THEWill Painter’s Colic.
PAIN-KILLER
THEIs good for Scalds and Burns,
PAIN-KILLER
THEHas the Verdict of the People in its lavor.
PAIN-KILLER
THEGives Universal Satisfaction.
PAIN-KILLER
of Imitations and Counterfeits.
THEBeware
cure

rPHE PAIN-KILLER
Is almost a certain cure for
-L
CHOLERA, and
has, without doubt, been more successful in curing
this terrible disease than any other known remedy,
or even the most eminent and skillful
Physicians.
In India, Africa and China, where this dreadful disease is ever more or less prevalent,the Pain-Killer
is considered by the natives, as well as European
residents in those climates, a Sure Remedy.

PAIN-KILLER
Each bottle is wrapped with lull directions

THEfor
The

in nWSik

May still

Dr.

be found at the old stand of
corner of Church and
Streets.
Has all the latest
for operating upon teeth, in-

Moore,

Spring

improved instruments

cluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!

by which the process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Base} as
persons prefer.
He has the county right for the use or
Dr. Fol9om’s Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making and inserting

artificial teeth.

tf4(J

English

Codfish,

O
O

TT
XJl

yard

CAMBRICS,the latest

JAPANESE SILKS in

variety selling

M2LLI1TEKV!
A full line of GRENADINES

in the best

Have

to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity
that he has opened a Retail Department in connection with his wholesale, where he will keep au
assortment of French and Domestic Confectionery
manufactured at his place from the best of Granuannounces

lated iSugar.

june 7th dr. watters1 office win
be removed from Roulstoo’s Block to the late
After
RESIDENCE
OF CAPT. DAVID
20.

Searaport, March

NICHOLS.

3mo84«

Ih>-'.-)tt with
Ladies want \u MII.LINKIH

n-;urneti Irom

and

....

thing th-

Trimmings, Fancy

Goods of all kinds, Kid Gloves

SHAWLS

choice Stock oi <>IIO( Kltl E*
constantly on hand all of which will be sold as low
as can be bought.
Persons desirous of of purchasing will find it to their int* rest to call on the Subscriber who will tike pleasure in waiting upon them.
Goods will be delivered in any part of the city tree
of expense. He would say to the country trade that
he is receiving large quantities ot Smoked Alewives
which w’ill be sold at Boston prices, freight and
other expenses oil.
a

just arrived, striped
figured Paisley at low prices,

with one and

two But

tons, Fringes,
Laces

FRENCH

PARASOLS,
ment

A. E. DUKHAM.
1873.—3m45

large

a

assort-

MILLINERY,

Display in adverti-L.g
I will say—VV
know how to
will show the
we

just received.

mit mv

>

them,

use

.lu-t

-1.

&e.
Hu*

I•.rt

th:

j• in -md
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LATEST FASHIONS!

CATARRH
Cannot be cured by snuffs, washes or local applications. It is a weakness ot the constitution, developing itself in tin nasal organs first, <if ter wards extending to throat and lungs, ending generally in
Consumption, it not checked by proper remedies.
Tains in head, back, loins and weakness ot kidneys
are its attendant diseases.
More people have Ca
tarrh than any other disease.
It is easily cured.
Thousands of cases, some ol thirty-five
standing, have been entirely cured in N ew Hampshire the
past three years by the Constitutional Catarrh
Remedy. Certificates to back the above, and a
treatise on Catarrh in a Ti-page pamphlet, sent tree
on application to Littlefield .Sc Hayes, druggists,
Send name on a
proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
postal card, and it will cost only a cent. Trice, $1
per bottle.—;huos4«»

HOSIERY,

100

MISS JACKx >N has chm':"
:h. Dr•.••-• king
Department ami MISS DMiU- ! tin MiLimr\.

dozen

more

of these

goods received, selling
17c. former price 25c.

tf.‘n

at.

I

year's’

QUIET DOMESTIC

M:uiuhi<*tunii!
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MIT< Ili-’IJ 'S
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All
at

qualities of HOSE
prices that cannot be
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exhibition,
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FIFTY PER CENT. SAVED!

j HayfordBlock,

No power Is so costly as that of human muscle
ana titty per cent, ot the
power required to run
Sewing-Machine may be saved by using the

l

“DOMESTIC.”
lock

St.,
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Prepared from the Keeipe of

DR.

MOSES

CALL !

10. FURBUSH. widow of William Fur
MARY
bush, late of Montville, in said County of
aldo,

I '< iA 1 MIUIM Mil;1
tin- rior'-iuv Sewin'/ Mil

j

the

j

and

i Headache,

Probate.

Ordered,That t he said Ann S.and Alfred J.givenoticeto all persons interested by causing a
copy of this
orderto be published three weekssueeessively in the
Republican-Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast
within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday
of June next, at ten ot the clock before noon
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA. mURLOUGH, Judge.
A truecopy. Attest—B. P Field, Register.
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1873.

At a
the

CARLTON,
SARAH
ton, late of Belfast, In

widow of Daniel D. Carlsaid County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition that Iter dower
may be assigned her from the real estate ot said deceased.
Ordered* That the said Sarah give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of
June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGll, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B.P, Field, Register,

Cr A

allowance.
Ordered,

That the said Guardian give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of June next., at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
ooncerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate ot James B. Williams, late of Islesboro
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond aa the law directs; she therefore requosts
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make Immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
PRUDENCE WILLIAMS.
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Indigostion,

Sinking

Stomach, ErupNeck,

~

Impurities

j

not excelled by any other Medicino.

!*.<* %

I
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Said by all Dealers in Medicine
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VI.(in Street.

ill- \ M
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ii odwar
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WHOLESALE AGENTS

J.W, PERKINS & CO., t PnrtlnTul
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO. $ Portland,

j

GEORGE S. BERRY,

Register.

ANN

;
m

Stomach,Costiveness, Dizziness,

THURLOUGH,

At a Probate Court held at Bella t, within and for
the County of Waldo,on the si -ond
Tuesday
3 of
May, A. D. 1873.
S. MONROE and ALFRED J. MONROE
named Executors in a certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament of Nahum
Parker Monroe, late of Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented said will for

ol
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Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
plaint, Loss
Appotite,

n

minor heirs of
Levi Woods, late of Unity, in said
County
ot Waldo, deceased,
having presented his first account of Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, I hat the said Guardian give notice
to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday
of .June next, at ten ot the clock before noon
and show cause, if any they
have,
why the saintshould not beallowed.
ASA
Judge.
A truecopy. Attest—B. P. Field,

.•

U K EAT It E n E II V

_

At a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second
of
Tuesday
3
May. A. D. 1873.
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POTE & QUIMBY.

PETER

or

•1 ■

I?

Dec. 13.—tt”l

EK, Guardian

C/5

;i'

deceased, having presented a petition tor an
allowance from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, i hat the said Mary E. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks
successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they mav
appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, within
iind tor said
County, on the second Tuesday of
June next, at ten of the clock before
noon
and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer
ot said petition should not be
granted.
ASA 1HUKLOUGH Judge,
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field
Register. 40
At a Probate Court
at Belfast! within and for
the County ot Waldo, on the second
Tuesday ot
May, A. I). 1873.
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stitch
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THE

:iml most Simple machinery ot
any
SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,WEARS
LESS than any any other, and
combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease of
running, great
quietness of operation with a wonderful range of
work. We are also Agents for the
improved Singer
Machine. We sell on very libera terms. Don’t
fail to call and examine.

Belfast
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BELFAST.
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TABLE DAMASKS
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NAPKINS AND

“DOMESTIC”
O
B
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0

LINEN TOWELS,

THE “LIGHT RUNNING”!

tr*

3>

B

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

A

th**

mo

hand

A DOMESTIC BLESSING!

THE

REMOVAL!

just

Sack and Dress

and Haddies.

AJ.

C. H.* MITCH E LL

e.”JOHNSON"& Miss JACKSON

Mrs. E.

styles.

e!)

DONNELL, Guardian ot Stephen G. Don•
nell, minor heir of George Donnell, late of
Searsinont, in said County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented his fifth account of Guardianship for

i

F. WELLS.

GRAND OPENING

S M 0 K
FiSH!
Salmon, Halibut, Alewives, Herring

Belfast, May 12th,

Truly

onrw

Hake,

PICKLED FISH!
Mackerel, Halibut’s Fins, Tongues
and Sounds, Codfish and Herring.

keeps

D-

E fiVI P O R I U M !

great

at 20 per cent, less

Haddock and Cusk.

He also

\

B

than last year

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of May, A. D. 1873.

PURE

I

styles selling very cheap.

I

Pollock,

•

dust r. oeived Irom mv own selection in the Mar
ket all : In* loading sty I* in Unmet- He.
K.bbons
and FI >wor-\ School Hat- Ik.in
i-. up
Shaker
Slutdfs &c. a1m» a it. w -tm-k ot l.udir-’
ies, Kid
< Moves, Farisols,
Hosier}. C«»r»<t
Hoop Skirts,
1 raveling Hugs Sc Mi>k»t-.
I h ,v.
complete lin.
ot all the above goon.-in
tin diilerent .pnlitiis.
Mv Irionds and customers will liinl my -took the
largest and cheapest stock in the eitv ns 1 never
have been undersold uu:i -ingle article that 1 k«ep.

GOODS,

Sole Proprietor.
iw45

DAMARISCOTTA,

GET

THE

BEST

BOSTON & LOWELL

BLOOD !

CHIEF?!

UlO II KILL
Thi

|

-FOR

ME.

Nplendiil Ntallion is tight
old,stands 10 lianas high and weighs
/Arrears
1100 pounds, lie was brought from Ver(
rnont by D. 10. I.ucy, and his pedigree is as
follow*:—Morrill Chief was sired by Young Morrill,
Jr., he by Young Morrill, and he
by Old Morrill, he
by Woodbury Morgan, he by Justin Morgan. OKI
Morrill's Dam was by Harris Hamoletonhin,Morrill
Chief’s Dam was by Napolean, he by Flint Morgan,
he by Sherman Morgan, and he by Justin Morgan.
Morrill Chief s Grand Dam by Sherman Morgan,
Jr., lie by Sherman Morgan.

TRIPS PER

FOUR

WEEK !

«

S

of the horse.
North Searsport,

vice

May 15,

T K A M K I;

CAMBRIDGE

Morrill Chief will stand at my Stable in North

<

Searsport on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays ami
Fridays. Ou Saturdays he will he at Belfast.
TKKMS:—To warrant, $10.00.
Bv the Season, j
$8 00. Single Service, $5.00. Colts holden lor ser-

.1. i*.

.loinnov

S T K A M I: u

K. W. SKAYEY.
1871.—4w45*

THE PORTLAND

KEROSENE OIL COMPANY
Would

inform the

public, that they continue to
Manufacture

Portland Kerosene Oil.
The

use.

pain-killer
Is sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Family Medicines.
lm43sp

DRESS

FRESH FTSH!
Salmon, Halibut, Codfish, Haddock,
Mackerel, Shad and Lobsters.
T
A

m

-A

-•

the citizens oi
Belfast and the public generally that he is at
the old stand, corner of Main and Washington
streets, where he keeps the following kinds of Fish
at WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

n
JJ

DRESS

33 cents per

only

informs

A

7

—ok—

FAXTCT GOODS

Arlington

A. 32. DURHAM

TJ
XV

I’lTCHKK.

MILLINERY

WEIGHT 6 POUNDS

A

%

ill?IT STOCK!

GOODS, New Shades and Low

The smallest persons in the world.
The Deuel
tarnlly consists ot PROF, and MRS. DEUEL and
their gifted children, HATTIE and LOTTIE, who
will appear in character duets.
Rare, refined and
unique entertainment. See posters and small bills
with ‘Opinions of the Press.J
Admission 25 cents; Reserved Seats 35 cents;
Children under 10, 15 cents. Doors open at 2 and 7
i*. >i.
Entertainment will commence at 3 & 7.45
Tickets now ready at Whopoock’s Book
i*. m.
Stoke.
F. A. PICKERING, Agent.

U

CHOH’K OAKS

at

TO

VICTORIA, 3 YEARS OLD, Prices.

Respectfully

UUSH.

sol.

I’KANK r.

7

Another Fresh Stock of DRESS

WEIGHT 12 POUNDS.

A.

state

KKt’KIYFD,

seed, to be lound

•

CASSIE, 10 YEARS OLD,

held

ARRIVED.

l >1
lor

WM. PITCHER & SON'S.

greatest of

of Lilliputian and the
Musical prodigies.

^1n.Burnhaiu’

of

DAVIS’

DEUEL

aged

SHIP NEWS.

J

George W. Burkett Ss Co’s.

AND THE FAMOUS

f

Thou wert beloved, and justly too,
And from thy heavenly home
Thou wilt look down and watch for those
Whose hearts are still to come.
In Lynn, Mass., May 19, of Bright’s disease, on his
way from East Douglass,Mass.,to Searsmont, James
Henry Knight, aged 29 yrs., 0 months.
In Ashland, Mass., Mrs. U. W., wife of Dr. A. W
Pollard, and daughter of Dr. Manly Hardy, formerly
of Bucksport. aged 02 years and 6 mouths.

Seed Oats!

-AT-

WONDERFUL

DIED.

74 years.
In Centre Moutville, May 12, Nelson
Allen, aged
B
• '7
years.
In Searsmont, Jan, 6th, Sarah
Elizabeth, aged 18;
Helen
April 6,
Arville, aged 10, only children of Mrs.
Luther Smith.
In Rockland, May 10th, Mrs. Eliza, widow of the
late John Lovejoy, aged 86 years and 3 mos.
May
Willie H., son of David and Sarah F.
Winslow,
aged 18 years, 7 months and 24 days.
In Amherst,April21,
Albion, infant son of Lemuel
and Betsey Kelliher.
In Gouidsboro, May 3d, Lemuel
Pray, aged 35
years.
May 4, Mrs. Araedna K. Lindsey, aged 23
\ears.
May 6, Mrs. Betsey Hamilton,aged 104 vrs.
May 7, Mr. Chas. Stevens, aged 88 years.
In Sedgwick, April 20, Mr. Solomon
Gray, aged
87 years, 7 months and 11
days.
In West Trenton, May 7th’, ltoxanua
C., wile of
Capt. Frances E. Hopkins, aged 35 years.
Mfty 15thGeneva, daughter of
W llliam and Betsey A. Berry,
aged 11 yrs., month.
We did not think that tears would fall
So soon above thy bier,
And loving hearts forever miss
Thy cheerful presence here.

•Fu-st received atC. II. Ml lVilhi.I/S

FANCY GOODS

FAIRY SISTERS

In Winterport, May 10, by the Rev. E. 11,
Small,
Arthur H. Merrill and Mias Clam Crowley, both
of W.
In Appleton, May H. by .1. E. llanly.
Esq., Mr.
Fred M. l*eaae ot Appleton, and Mias Rebecea E.
Ludwig of Liberty.
In Belmont, May 1st. Mr. Frank L. Howard and
Mi.s Sarah A. rhomas. both of B,
In Swanville, May 0th, Mr. Frank O. Holmes and
Miss Annie ,J. Seek ins, both of S.; also,
May 10, Mr.
Melville A. Curtis ot Swanville, and Miss Hattie
Arnes of Brooksville.
Ill Rockland, Mav 11th, Mr. William I.andrev and
Mi-s Annie Mayhew, May 10. Mr.
Leroy Crabtree
and Miss Lucy A, Whaling, ail of Rockland.
Ill St. George, May llth.Capt. Win. D, Hart and
Miss Luev M. Allen, both ot St. G.
In Vinalhuveii. May 11th. Mr. Franklin .1. Smith
and Miss Mary E. Genisli, both ot V.
In Ellisworth, May sth, Mr. Nahum
Berry of
Lamoine, and Mrs, Lydia T Hopkins,ot Ellsworth.
In Sullivan, April J7, Mr. Charles 11, Bunker and
Mrs. Hannah E. Summons, both of Gouidsboro.
April C7, Charles W. Doyle and Miss Jennie Ash
both ol S.

Obituary’notices, beyond the Date, Same amt 4of
m u s be pa id fo r. j
In this city, May 19. Walter It., yon of .John
K.
and Mary E. Robbins, aged 5 months.
In Roxbury, May 18th, Wm. F. Washburn of this
city, aged 24 yrs., 5 mos., and 14 days.
In Brooklyn, N. Y., May 12th,
suddenly, of heart
disease, Obadiah Cooper, in the 7‘d year of his age
In Belmont, April 18th, Mrs. Marata
Higgins'

AND

DRY

OF

7.45.

,'wl.

A

MARRIED.

AT 3 &

exhibiiioFaVd" concert
BY THE

or

experience.

EVENING,

AFTERNOON &

A BOOK FOR EVERY MAY.

THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, Nervous and Physical Debility. Hypochondria,
Impoteucy, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness,
ami all other diseases arising from the errors of

ache, &c., upon the human frame, and of strains,
spavin, galls, &c., upon animals in

Friday, iVEay 23rd..

*'

Dear Sir: While in Windsor oil a visit in
Fiji Cannibals.” Holding the aforesaid December
last, I fell in witli an old friend—
offspring *n his arms, he stopped to view Capt. H. Cottil—and
him looking so
those feeders on human flesh.
Mr. Male hearty and robust, was finding
led to inquire what had
Fiji accosted the papa thusly: “Fattee produced the great change, for when I last saw
baby; white man; good eat; tender. him. two years previous, lie was a mere skeleinformed me that your very valuable
Fiji-man like him. How muchee price? ton. He
Svrup of Hypopbosphites bad effected a perfect
Fiji-man pay Melikee man dollars.” The cure. He persuaded me to try the Syrup
for
horrified father drew back aghast, but Bronchitis, from which I had suftejed much
wise:
“What’ll
in
this
several
I
one
during
dozen
years,
hastily responded
purchased
“Fiji-man give ot iliis Syrup, and have used only three bottel.s,
you give noble savage !”
and
ten dollars.”
“Too cheap; worth more; lor my health is now better than it has been
years. Not
the balance of the

I’ve got a
but I’ll tell you what I’ll do.
nice old mother-in-law at home I'll sell
you lor five dollars; she’s rather tough
eating but good for a square meal.”

ear-

Pungencies.

In spite of flannels, Coughs and colds
make a lodgment in the system. But they arc
not tenants at will.
You can disposess them
willi Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar, in
less time than it takes a sheriff to execute a
writ. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

of divorce to be entered by the Clerk.” And
this was the iaet. He did not add, Imt will
here, that the counsel lor the libellant arose
and addressed the court—not as my corrector

a

caked breasts, scalds, burns, salt-rheum,

Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR Prop., X. Y.
lylUsp

|

—near

and .jury for nine days for the purpose of giving
the Deft, an opportunity to blacken the c haracter of the libellant, and proceeding in this
manner til I the court refused to hear him farther.
And this is “how your correspondent reached
the conclusion that this termination of the suit
was unsatisfactory to the libellant.”
S.

of rheumatism,

cures

Paiutiug and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and
Sitting rooms made a specialty. Orders left on my
slate at Albert C. Burgess’ Store or at my House
promptly attended to.
3m40sp

Court.

Judge—ti.

ri.uuoh

more

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings,

summer.

tions.

vfie defendant after the evidence

It has produced

leaves the iiair clean, soft and beautiful.
The genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all

HAYFORD HALL, Belfast, FRESH ARRIVAL

prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market,at a cheap price -many
of which are little better than Naptha itself—and the
existence of falseieports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil, render it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as satety to consumers, that some notice should be taken of these facts.
Therefore, we
again present an advertisment. and would call attention to the high standard of our Oils, The It keinkd
Petroleum, the tire test of which Is I2\i; The
Portland Kerosene, the tire test of which is pjs
degrees Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably
higher; also, we would say, that we are determined
to inaintatu their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KKROSKNK OIL COMPANY.
We quote from chap. 3‘,» R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being Inspection and sale of Manufactured
Articles.u
Sect. 31.
Every person and corporat ion engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coaf oil or burning
fluid, shall cause every cask or other vessel thereof
to be so inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector.
And if any person manulacture or sells such oil or
burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this
State, or that has not been so inspected and marked
as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall pay a
tine not exceeding five huudred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments therefor.

Portland, Me., April v*l, 1873.

KATAHDI XT
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leave Belfast for Boston even .11 <
mha, Wrd
nesdav, Thursday and Saturday at *j
’|• yj
Will leave
.-fon
>..
Returning
u\.miu>’
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, at o'clock. I*. M.
—

.•

FARE TO HOSTOff,

*.*

-\r;'r,o

LOWELL,

4«rAll freight must lu accompanied bv Bills ,.f
Lading m duplicate. AH freight hills must h.
pmd
good-.
uKd. (.. w I.I.I.-s
*
Bellast, May 10,

on

AJ;

.lyl,very,.|

I'UK

StkaMhiH

Li E W I ST ON !
Capt. Ciias. Dkekinu.
Will leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, every
Tuesday
and Friday Kvenings, at 10 o’clock, tor Rockland
Caatine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. Wes: Darbor’
(Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jonespor: and Macho,
oort,
Returning will leave Machiasport every Mov.cia*
and Thursday mornings at 5 o clock,
arriviv\ng ii
Portland same eveniug, connecting with the Pull
man Night Train amt early
Morning Trains tot
Boston.
For further particulars inquire of Ross St Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
CYRUS STURDIVANT, (leut-rul Agent.
Portland, May 19th, 1873.
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No ADVANCE INTEREST REQUIRED.
Mild and healthful climate, fertile
an abundance of good water.
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Homestead of ISO Acres!

a

FREE HOMES FOR ALL! Millions of acres of
choice Government Lands open for entry under tin
Homestead Law, near tins Great Rai road, with
good markets and all the conveniences ol an old
settled country.
Free passes to purchasers of Railroad Laud.
Secitonal Maps, showing the Land, also new edition of Descriptive Pamphlet with new
Maps Mailed
Free everywhere.
Address
O. F. DAVIS,
Land Commissioner U. /*. A\ A’.,

Omaha, Neb,
CIVEN AWAY.
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CENTS

FIVERY MAN HIS OWN PAINTER;
Paints—How to Select and Use Them.
A plain treatise, containing sample card with 42
different actually painted shades and tints, with in-

structions for exterior and interior House Decoration.
**Y copies, bound in cloth, for $5. Sample copies,
paper cover, mailed, post paid, to any address, on
receipt of lO cenin. by the Publisher.
IIKY'RY CAREl” RlIRn.
B«v 1024. l*o«t-Offi< <v Pliilatleliiliia.
Set the

foUowin'j valuable extracts from press

notices
v.-ry valuable book, and no one intending to
should
tail
to
read
:t. [N. Y. Tribune.
paint
“Wedidnot know so much could be said on the
subject ot painting a house until we read this excellent book of Mr. Baird’s.”
]N. Y. Herald.
“A want long felt at last supplied.”
j Scientific
Am.
“Not only a necessity to the painter, but valuable
to every occupant ol a dwelling.
[N. Y. World.
“Buy 25 copii’S ol this book and distribute them
If they will heed the advice
among your friends.
therein, you could make no more valuable present.”
[Chicago Trib.
“In publishing this book Mr. Baird has done a
real service to the community. [Toledo Blade.
“We hope the publisher will sell 100,000
copies ol
this book during 73. [ Boston Advertiser.
“We have just painted our house as advised by the
author, and congratulate ourselves that no dwelling
in our neighborhood excels ours in appearance,
A

}i«1 11a

soi

ot way:

ONLY

10

> tcQles tor

dozen.

machine

<

04

Needles

warranted

fremont Street, Bom on,

[Firsta/blislied. lss.’TO.]
&
GKIFFITHS,
Manufacturers ol Saws.

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

«

FILES,

*

IW

R’ARHA XTKII,

BELTING

&

MACHINERY

1BERA1. DLSCOl NT.-.-ftCr

WELCH

50

»*<— ii.

LSL the

&

the most intimate triends and the
knew nothing ot il until they had
left tor tin; dueling ground.

that

police

ON THE FIELD OF WATTLE.

the

W. \\

y;<.

33.

FRENCH,
MAN UFA CTP KB AND
DE.U.ER

COOK & CAMBOOSE
PARLOR,
Furnaces, Ranges, Tin, HrPtanuia,

YOUR

to

WINDOWS!

bronzed locks sent to any address in the l'. S.. post
on receipt of 50 cts.
Liberal inducements to
Address RKIK1NGKR
the trade. Agents wanted.
418
Market
Lock
Co.
No.
Sash
St., Harrisburg, Pa.

paid,

STOVES!
.Japanned

ELMER SMALL. M. D.,

Physician* Surgeon

Sewing IsZEacliine

OFFICE :

Atfenti Wanteil. Send for Circular. Address:
‘•DOMESTIC” SEWING MACAINE CO.. N. Y.

GIFTS.

10,000

$500,000
On TUESDAY, JULY, 8th, 1873, the Thi ril
Graiul Gift Concert, under the management
ol Ex-Governor Thos.

by special

E. Bramlette, and authorized

Legislature, lor the benefit ol
the Public Library of Kentucky, positively and unequivocally conics oil' in Public Library Hall, at
act

Third Grand Gift Concert for the benefit ot the Public Library ol Ivy., FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLLARS, which has been set apart by the Managers to pay the gifts in full, anil will be held by the
Bank and paid out for this purpose, and this purpose
K. S. VEECH, Cashier.
(Signed.)
only,

unsold,and they will be
furnished to the first applicants at the following
prices:—Whole tickets, $10; halves, $5; quarters,
$2.50; 11 wholes for $100; 50 lor $500, 113 for $1,000,
and 575 for $5,000. For tickets and lull information,

apply
or

a

to

THOS. K.

BRAMLETTE,
Louisville, Ky.

THOS. II. HAYS & CO.,
000

Broadway,

New York.

(PC 4^ (POA
4)0 IU 4)4U

!

A RARE CHANCE !
We will pay all Agents $40 per week IN gash who
will engage with us at once. Everything furnished
and expenses paid. Address
A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte, Mich.

NO

HUMBUG.

HOW

Katalysine

Water!

of a few moments.

McCarthy

were

both perfectly cool and collected; and
when placed in position faced each other
in a manner that indicated their determination to make a desperate fight. There

PRICE,

25

TREES.

CENTS EACH.
apply to tin undersigned,
C. R. MERRILL.

For further information

Winterport Village.

at

F* b. 20th

WORKING
CLASSES EEJL'V*at
guaranteed.
Respectable

week

r;

it

admirable

employment

home, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package o'
goods sent free by
mail.
Address, with six cent return stamp, M.
YOUNG & CO., 16 Cortlandt SO, N. Y.

BOSTON & LOWELL

Mi GAN’S

On ami alt

Agents Wanted tor

the
Book.

DYED OR CLEAN BED!
Garments, Coats, Pant and Vests Cleansed
Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue-Black or Indigo Blue,
and pressed ready for wear. Gent’s Garments ReGenPs

pairing

done at short notice.
Kid Gloves dyed Black, or Cleansed,every day.
Also new goods or heavy cloths dyed ami finished in
the best manner, at VERY LOW PRICE.-..
Goods sent ever)
.MONDAY.
Agency
1*. F. WEI.Lk' Millinery and Fancy GoodStore. No. 17 Main Street, Belfast .Me.—li ly

('apt. .1. 9*. .9011 SfcO*
v: n^ 1.• lit
Will makp1 w<* trips per w
k, 1
Momlav :;.l I iiursid iy, it
"VI <k. !\ M
\<
Kt turnintr, will 1<;»\. 1m -ioi.
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\\ 1 U.>, A
Frida.., at 5, 1*. M.
B*‘lia*t Apr. P, W*.
■
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nearly all varieties
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MOLASSES—Landed
398

Choice

HHDS.,

48

This

Cienfuegos

•lurtf received per
ana lor sale by

Day.

TIERCES

Molasses

Bri* Elia Vail from Clvnlurinw.
R. SIBLEY & SON.

Brass

»

Hal anil Sonnet

Bleacher;*

11 you want, your old style HATS
v
BONNETS made as good as new,
please pas* them right along to
ot
the
STRAW WORKS. East Side of
^gn

W^”3or
th(> Uiv

the/w^

».

B.
Hats lett at the Milliner's Stores in
this city, taken from and returned without extra
3m41
charge.
S. A. BLACK.

1.5.000 ROLLS

In Gold, Satin, Wh.te and Brown, si lling
very low
at .1. C. THOMPSON'S Furniture, Crockery Ware
and R. om Paper Store. Cor. Main and High Streets,
Belfast, Me.

To Let 7
1'heJosiah f

house, on High Street, recentMrs. Baker. Inquire of Asa Faunce,
Savings Bank.
JOSEPH E. HALL.
April :l, li>73.—tl42
arrow
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FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, lOcents a box
or 3 boxes tor 25 cents, in all sizes and all the othe
better grades ot Collars.
tl41
11. L. LORD.

BOOTS & SHOES

(SVTRONKS ANO30S
Traveling Bags!
BLOCK,

HIGH ST.

LARGE and well selected stock of the above
articles constantly on hand and tor sale at the
VERY LOWEST PRICES.
Also Leather Shoe
3m4l
W. T. COLBURN.
Findings.

A

A. J. HARRIMAN it CO.
KEEP

CONSTANTLY ON HAND
ASSORTMENT OF

A

OK

MACE & HURD
Manufacturers ol and Wholesale
and Fancy

CONFECTIONERY,

Dealers in l’lam

FOREIGN

FRUITS,

TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR & MOLAS
SES CORN CAKES, CORN

CANDY, COCOANUTS, &C.

uorner of Main and Cross

Sis., Belfast.
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rrff/FK ME A CALL
You will always bed everything (hat is
ueuallvkept
in a flrat-clasa Saloon.
A. It. CARTER.
Belfast, Dec. 24.a»ly26

a

Neuralgia, llvadache,

jj in
i« m
Swelled .Joints, and all SeroAdii.-tioii- removed or greatly relieved by this
1
meiliei ue.

ind

Hy--

Male

l»t

Alt'll I llll

well known

with AN ADJUSTABLE HANDLE.
10-inch cut, croquet mower, a beautiful little machine tor small lawns, croqui' gn unds, cemeterv
lots, easily operated by a lad or miss ot 10 years,
price, $20; 12-inch, $22; H-iuch, standard size, $25;
2'>-inch, pony, $100; J2-inch, horse, lor public parks
and large lawns, $125.
Every machine warranted
to give period
satisl.iction.
We challenge the
world to a trial, and to produce a machine its equal.
Try it, and you will buy no other.
Send for Illustrated Circu'ar.

"Archimedean"

COLT S ARMORY

tlreeit

Is a positive cur-'tor Sciat
il!.. umat. im Neurall.ime
gia, Spinal Complaint, < Tnira i»ul
Back, Sprains, &e. 11 has cui ••<!
gi\.-e up !,■
ia u\
physicians as hopi-less ani-i iim ,>ni.\
cukk for Sciatica.
IT;, it. it will cun- on.
-rv.-r. ■•as, -.
|.
Always procure large hntth
bottles $l.au, small butt!*
>u!-l
,!i
t
<» j c ;,
K. \V. KYUKU x M)N
m
druggists.
Send stamp lor
Hoi •: m-u i<
Boston, Mass.
u

!

’Vv"

■flfK wish to inform tin* public that

we have put
ill one ol HARRISON’S CKLKBRATKD
MILLS for Grinding and Cracking Corn,
Grinding Rye, Oats Sec.
This Mill is on Washington St., just above ,J. S.
Davi-*’ Blacksmith Shop.
We respectfully solicit a portion of the Milling
business.
Having purchased the wood-working machinery
belonging to Messrs. Field &. Mathews, we are pre
pared to Go all kinds of Irregular ifl on tiling,
Mcroll and Straight Naniiig, Turning,
Ac. heretolorejdoue by them.
tf.’M
dart' 4 II. 4 1 II A EE i;N!..?«
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Our Pure While Lead, both <lrv and ground in
v.’e warrant to be «ti*i«*tl>
i.
pure
that lor fineness, hodv •,nd ourahi Iii >, i:
paused by any Lead in the marker .it t»
A merman.
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1 Ksl'i* I I l 1.10 shows that a highway eomV memii.g
or in-ir tlu* present residence of
diaries Ward in the town of Troy in said County,
thence running to certain tir trees on a line between
the -aid town of Tro1 and tic town of Plymouth in
Penobscot County and deflecting rust of .lerrard
Hill, so called, thence from said fir trees by the most
practicable and convenient location to the Packard
road, so called, tlu nee from the <aid Packard road
to the main travelled
ad lioui Roger's Corner, so
'■alhd, to t tie town of Plymouth. That said highway
would be of great public convenience and is really
"I g'eat public necessity to the
travelling communWin
fore your petitioners of the said counties
ity
of Waldo and Penobscot jointly
pray that your
honors would, agreeably to the statute in such eases
made and provided, locate and approve' said
highway
with due rcganl to the rights and interests of all
concerned, and as in dut y bound will ever pray.
.1 osfc.pli
.STKS, and lli* others,
Nov ember Jt, 1 sr~.

Iy33
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TESTIMONIALS.
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Sfa/r of Maim nr.*tt<*h* holdrn in said
Countt/.at H* /fasta*n thr srrentwmth da*/ of
Derrmf** r, 1. l>. ls7*_».

.*

Cure Neuralgia, Rheumatism, flout. T.ame Back,
Ralt-rheum, Poisonous Bites, Kxternal P*"iie an
Muscle Affections, Koro Nipple-., Ac., u,ml ma\ l>"
justly termed tho panacea lor all

1

It

M

c.i\M

\.

her.* saved inventor

We do not hesitate to say it w id cure tile follow"
ng sv mptoms. t hough most id them ha\
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ii eii. ^ | iiggisli (irnilatioii of
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>f flit* 13 eart.
bur agent, on application, will furnish
you with
mr circular, giving full
description ot the disease,
uid also a number ot testimonials ot cures and if
;
•u
would like further {.roof from tin-parties who
uive given the
testimonials, write them and sec
vli.it they say.
\\
have so id many thousand bottles of the II ear
»i <;i i. \
and the demand i still increasing. We
m
eon Ii dent we are doing the
public a benefit, and
iot li ving to impose on th in a worthless
pn-paraioti.
Idle price of lie HEART llEl.t 1 A hilt is ONE Dot.v i:
per Buttle, and can be obtained ot our agent
s* A. IIOWKS &
>'•
Co., Druggists, Belfast.
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HOWARD MANF. CO.
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No. 76 State St. opposite K11 lay St., Boston

Uriiuy-isP ami Dealers in M**diciiii-s.

diet!, Brood,

Anderson & Woods Cast Steel.
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l-KKi-AKiai in

Wareham Nail Co.'s Cut Nails.
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Kemit taut and 1 liter mil taut In ers, so
many parts ot’ our country completely
d by the use ot' the Quaker Bitters.
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MANUFACTURED BY THE
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One can remain long unwell (unit
aillicti d
-villi an i neural do disease,) alter taking a tew bottles
in the tjuaki
Bitter.-.
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LINIMENT

so

lie Lungs.Side
1

tigiMl ti ud m the (juaker Bit! :s just the
tiny stand in mad >t i u t heir declining years.
•pnciveus the blood and cheer- th- mind, and
mves thi
pas- g: .lowu the plane inclinei 1.

■

BISHOP SOULE'S
now

e

die

hlii

a

served in every style and at all times. Also MKA1.S
AT AI.l. HOURS. A large stock of Uoniectlom ry
of every description, Elgars and Tobacco always on
band.
«rUANNKD FRUITS & J ELLIKS a

ditticult

H

Belfast.

You

OYSTERS

t

ilia J

Rti 9

l’KEY I.N T >iis«m.-c and

us.

nooiiv. Corner .Main A 11 igh

draws customers.

A. R. CARTER respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, CITY SALOON, where lie will always be
ready to welcome all.

*.

B eiiotle ll>itti<-nll■•••»
-o
Am. loan lavlii.-.
ii Id readily
uedii-im ttie Quaker Bitters.

take any other iiregtaratiou.lMic
to obtain Hm- .show*.
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ONTrains will leave
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5**lo^, ona S till, has cured the
when all other remedies tailed.
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RIDER’S GERMAN SNUFF
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gelled intlii the system without the
a
tew bottles are'’ sutlicient tor the

s

dilheult v
ob-linate

lul
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JIAI

sceptical,
IMII»<I.

in v .a

This beautiful

Helfa«t,

■% i«|in*»•. Bladder .mil I'rinary derange
|,a- t.o eijual: v»i.i be'i le will convince tiie

Hitlinili lit 1-4*11 citing- Bain in
■i-d
.In..:
.o,d..Hy .nn-.-.l
•ottle- .1 in Quaker Bill- :\

lieg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally that they are now prepared to wait upon
them at short notice.
ALL ORDERS BY MAIL
PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
T. L. MACE.
tf41
A. A. HURD.

CARTER'S
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DEALERS IN
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ut

most

IAWK MOWER OF l'HE WORLD.

ECU.

Hardware, Iron and Stool, Cutlery,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails,
Carraige Woods, Trimmings,
Agricultural Implements,
&c., &c.

■

-•

For
11)1

Robinson Iron Co.’s Cut Nails.

IRON & steel:

■

>

F nipt ioin Dimple-, Blotcln a i. 1 all impurit e-<
Hi. bh tod, bur.-t ng through t lie skin or ot horwise,
!
1 *i; by I■ 11«»wiii»*
he direction- on tin
bottle.

-AT-

CITY

•>( I Jo it ami 11 r i * r- which mod iuv ariathe lollowiug complaints

1

U

throughout the United States and Europe, that it
requires no recommendation (over lb,000 sold in this
The only balanced Lawn Mower
country alone”'.

1

at
■

at once.

‘UI‘<

a

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by lirst-class wouKiuen at as
low prices as the times will afford.
CUTTING attended to in all its branches by myselt. I have also a tine assortment of

rt.
cur

al.ly
8>>><|M‘|Hia, Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, ami
I.;,*Ajipetiti* cured In taking a lew bottles.
8..iiiitinie. Lew >pi. it- and Sinking Sensation

In* follon-

inx

you

good an assortment of WOO LEN^GOODS ol
grades, usually found in a

Port'mu

u“

iiarailen’s wharf.
r.ipt. Itiirxe— wi!;
MA I'll IS WS St 14A Kl
kllld (>f «. >t N
V
take it at fair

oom-tTol

ditonler

t:t«*

“ARCHIMEDEAN.’'

We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parties for manufacturing Clothing,
ready to supply our old hands with work.
An unlimited number ot good vest makers will be
wanted atier the first ot January.
They can be
supplied with work from our store at Belfast or
Monroe.
FIFTY GOOD N EST MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our shop, beginuiug on or about
the first of January.
We nave a tine assortment of Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes which we oiler at low' prices.
POTE & QUIMUY.
Belfast, Dec. 13—t!24
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Sandy Point, linek-port U u
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m ■nl iy and Kri ia> n.ori. ui-
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$500,000 Worth
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Will leave Kailroa I Wlia
Wt dinsdav and Kri da
mi ncintf UV,;,, -d
A,
at Roekland.t •und- h I

CO.,
Boston.
Court

A Drift and comprehensive view of the Government
“t th' United States and of tin State Governments,
bv .1. B. Shurtlefl-. Third Revised Edition by David
N. (’amp.
Ibis volume cimitnends itself on account of its
comprehensiveness while it. treats each topic briefly
and clearly; t i if value ol such instruction cun scarcely be overestimated. It gives a sketch ot the history
•and condition of the Colonies, t ie occasion of the
Declaration of Independence, a id ot the adoption
of the Constitution; examines carefully the powers,
legislative, executive and judicial, belonging to the
govc rnincut. describes the various departments with
their functions, the relation of the States to each
other and to the general government; the qualifications, duties and powers of oIReers, home and foreign. In short, wV have in a small, well-arranged
volume, all that is essential in order to understand
the nature and working of our republican institutions.
While important lor the citizen,
is well
adapted lor the higher classes in schools, and is used
by th1 New York Board of’Education and elsewhere,
topics mailed on receipt ol 70 cents, by the pub4 w43
lishers,

are

«»r

•.

r.

CITY OF RiCHIYIONO

or

The Governmental Instructor,

HILLS

hereby cautioned against
negotiating an order drawn by the
Clark’s Island Granite Company in tavor ot Win. P.
Sinionton, payable on or alter the 30th of April,
Is,'.!, tor tin sum ot sgoi), as payment ol the same
ha* hi en stoppl'd. Said order is the property of the
purchasing

i. C. HA VNES &
33 Court S r.,

niLl.lYS i IIIKITHEH, :I70

Cm-ii*
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BATS3" CrOR

Rotary Valves;

'‘-nil3

v

i x s i i) i:

1>KI MS, CVMKALS, EbUTKs ,;j PICCOLOS. FlFKS,
El.A.O.ol |; | >
( LAKlOXi; I S,
I'HKN 1!
a 11(1
(iia.MAN A< < «>ki• a• ns, Violins aim Gui1'ARs. VUM.(»S« l.I.la iS.Dorill.K Bans;
C('NCKUTINAS,El.L TIN \S, llAKMON
HAS, BANK'S, Mr.Sic Bo.XK.s,
Vlol.lN & G III All SIRIN' is,
and all Musical Merchandise, is the well
known store

May 13, 1873.—:i,via*
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Returning

m,m or worn:'
is sur to receive the above sent, n-a
who does not protit oy the warnings contained in
I U*1" new book entitle 1 -‘Lectures on Spernmtorrlnea
"»* Seminal
Weakness, Impotence, Onanism, Masturbation, or Self Abuse ami all diseases of the Sexual Organs.-’ It Is tlie only work published bv reiia
hie m' dicai authority on the above diseases, which
will >;tvi from a premature grave thousands of our
It contains information
voting men and women.
which every man or woman, married or
single,
-h- uId know. Don’t fail to send tor it. Sent to
any
addr. s>, in sealed envelopes, upon
of lOtvnts,
receipt
w! mb jti'! covers expense ol mailing. Address THE
MASSWlli S E l”I'S MEDICAL INSTMl TE. .No.
f’ourt Stp -t, Boston.
imp
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morning at

••Mupari i»n lo being sentenced to life
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time if
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Wo-

vousness, Skin Diseases, Ac., Ac.
PRKPAKKD HV
11. .V .1. nnEH EIl, -■•rinuti^la. VI.,.,.
Sold by Druggists :mil (irucem gon. rally. Jmli!'

>

.*

YOTTTKFta. BLODfc'.
Sl,i" I'V all
63 Park Place.

seen

•t-i

.va>

it

IE ;ils an.'
disp.-lAing dark and u.:,-.
1 ar
Erect l >. nnd s-.nt
^ovvet nd intiuen.-.* uiantl.

>’N K Th’I p l

<

Complexion.

u

Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, Impure
Blood, Obstructions of the Liver, Ner-

Ml'. I*KSI l;I a 1IACIII

\

Purely Ver t?il-ml its operation is

1
n at on.a
''•■aran
can

fti

If has a direct action on tin- l.iver,
invigorating itpowers ot secretion, aiding the digestive organ- and
acting as an alterative and tonic. I'uitedwith Dandelion in this compound arc Yellow Dock Sar-aparilla, Wild Oh.Try Bark, Butternut, Hop- and «,|rinvaluable remedies whose propertie- are held in high
esteem in cases of

THE PLACE TO PURCHASE

ol

FEW Al’PT.iiWrTONs MAKE

\

WILD LIFE An; FAR WEST
Thirty wars ol advemures among the I ndians, etc.
lhrillingly interesting and las4 soiling. 50 orders
taken by one agent in two da\
For terms address
.1. LATHAM & C<»., 202 Washington M.. Boston,
Mass.— l w H

1, SUmjuit

or

Illustrated

new

Monday, April

Restored.

ISLL— MtnogIM

Con
tf

No. GO Mailt Street.

Tit* DOME, or the SerretOiC.
Moustache and Whiskers in 42 days.
This
GREAT SECRET and 100 others. Gamblers’ Tricks,
Cardiology, Ventriloquism, all in the ORIGINAL
"BOOK OF WONDERS.”
Mailed for 25 cents.
Address D. C. CUTLER, Carthage, Illinois.

None in the company
but the young lady knew that the “white”
was a handkerchief, and
hesitating still
more to ask, she lost it,
having had occasion to leave the ear before the young man
did.

it

-FOR-

CORNETS,

AT
WHOLEH l LK
per day! Agents wanted! All
classes of working people, of
either sox, young or old, make more money at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than I
Belfast, Feb. 10, 1873.
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

THIS IS

v.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

RESIDENCE I

Corner ol Miller &
gross Sts.

few tickets remain

young lady stepped into a car and dropped
her handkerchief upon a vacant seat, ns
much as to say “taken,” while she advanced to the opposite end of the car to
speak with a lady friend. Meantime a

happen

APPLE

^ LARS 01.1 >, of grafted fruit.
Farmers why will you buy Western
fruit frees, of which you know
noti ing. when you can
lor half
the price purchase trees raised in your own State,
which necessarily must be adapted to the soil and
climate, ami naturally must, it properly transplanted, thrive ami bring iorth fruit.
•>

of the

Louisville, Ky., when 10,000 Gifts,all cash, amounting to $500,000, will be distributed by lot among the
ticket-holders. The money to pay all these gilts In
lull is already in bank and set aside for that purpose,
as the following certificate shows :
Office of Farmers’ and Drovers’ Bank, /
i
Louisville, Ky., April 7, 1873.
This is to certify that there is in the FARMERS’
AND DROVERS’ BANK, to the credit ot the

Only

BARBIER, Proprietor.

EMILE

This well known establishment,

facilities, is conducted by a t.r-t-ela-* FRENCH
DYER. Dying and demising done in
maum
to
give PERFECT SATIS FA < "1 M>N.
Ladies’ Dresses, Jacques, Velvet, Ribbons, \c.
Dyed, Cleansed and Pressed without ripping or
I ace Curtain- Cleansed ami
taking off trimmings.
done equal to new.
Carpets Cleansed and Colo:

Is the BEST IN THE WORLD.

A

Funny tilings

6000

Maino.

Over Caldwells’ Hook
Store, Main St.

B. PLUMMER.
—It 12

interport, April 1 th,

Cali and See

By sending 35 cts., with age, height, color of eyes
and hair, you will receive a correct picture of your
future husband or wife, with name and date of marriage. W. FOX, P. O. Drawer 24, Fultonville, N. Y.

in the horse-cars sometimes.

Winterport.

For Salt*?

1\

and Enameled Ware, Sheet Lead, Lead
Pipe
and Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, Gas Fitting
and Fixtures, Pumps, &c., &c. Job
Work, Repairing, &c., &e.
3io. 40 Church «t.,
<»m35
Ilelfawt. MIe

Bolfast,

■

T

BURGESS, Proprietor.

It

:<tatnr.

....

that

meeting was a secluded spot.
Mordeeal appeared on the field nicely-dressed young man with a college
air about him,
jumped in and sat down
at the hour named with his friends, Mr.
GETTYSBORG
upon the handkerchief without observing
Mr.
\V.
and
N.
who
was
Royall
Trigg
1 lie young lady, after
it.
met by McCarthy and his friends. Col. YV.
winding up her
B. Tabb and Mr. John S. Meredith.
The conversation, turned back, discovered to
her
her
seat was occupied, and 18 the nearest
approach to a specific ever discovered
-pot selected for the* encounter was on sat chagrin
down opposite, gentlemen
Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout .Gravel,
Harrison's farm. The ground was level,
making for
and Urinary Diseases generally. It
Diabetes,
Kidney
But she did not intend to
and covered with broom sedge. A few room for her.
restores muscular power to the Paralytic. It cures
lose
her
handerchief,
and
so she looked
Liver
Chronic Diarrhoea, Piles, ConstiComplaint,
scrubby pines and thick bushes screened
toward the place where she had pation, Asthma, Catarrh and Bronchitis, Diseases
the party from observation.
As the two intently
of the Skin, General Debility and Nervons Prostrawhether to ask for it or tion from Mental and
left
Physical Excesses. It is the
principals approached each other each not. it, hesitating the
direction of her Greatest Antidote ever discovered for Excessive
Discovering
gentleman present raised his hat, and
or Drinking.
It corrects the stomach, proEating
on
the
all
side
of
looks,
the
opposite
eyes
Messrs. Tabb and Royall, without a momotes Digestion, and Relieves the Head almost
ment's delay, proceeded to make the final car were bent on the young man. Find- immediately. No houshold should be without it.
himself the object of so much attention For sale by all Druggists.
arrangements. The choice of pistols fell ing
GE^For a history of the Springs, for medical rehe himself looked, and discovered to his
to Mr. McCarthy, and his friend Col.
ports of the power of the water over disease, for
Tabb, also won the privilege of giving horror something white on which he sat, marvellous cures, and for testimonials from distinguished men, send for pamphlets. WHITNEY
the words of command. The revolvers the end peeping out. He mistook its BROS., General
Agents, 227 South Front Street,
character. To cover it with his hand,
were loaded, and the principals put
Philadelphia, Pa.
and to tuck it nicely away, was the work
Gettysburg Spring Co.
TO
FACE
FACE.
Messrs. Mordeeal and

subscriber at West

#y*Order8 promptly attended to.jz#

ZA.

Intuitu,

As tin house cleaning season i« at hand, the subscriber gives notee that he has reduced tin price of
Warranted to be tirst
soap to $2.50 per barrel.
piality. Orders addressed through the 1'ost-otfice
will jeceive immediate attention.
.1. L. WOOD.
S utli Belfast, April 2. lS7:$.—sWdd*

Awarded First Premium at Maine Mate Fair. IS/0

llelroit, Vlicli.

spring to break, no cutting ol sash; cheap, durable, \ery easily applied; holds sash at any place desired, and a self-fastener when the sash is down.
Send stamp for circular.
Circular and six copper-

..

quietly and expediti >usly planned

The Subscriber oilers for sale the
Elliot Farm, so called, situated on
stage road from Frankfort Village to North
Searsport, about three miles from the former place.
This Farm contains 1W. acres of
laud; cut last year
tous ol hay; has an excellent orchard, raised last
season 200 bushels o4 grafted fruit ot nice
quality;
has 7 ;> acres of young hard wood growth ; has excellent pasture, is well fenced, has a meadow
bearing a
good quality of grass, and with little expense can be
much improved; good buildings, an excellent well
ot water. Price $2,2 o.
Possession can he given
immediately. For further particulars inquire ot the

HOUSE CLEANING.

DYE HOUSE !

GRIFFITHS,

Hum*., tffc

No

■

—

Farm for Sale.

JVJE

■ lott great the (hang*-. lion
m
y our uawal orgam haw* become.

Reisiuger Sash Lock and Support

FASTEN

•'■

ot

PLUMMER.

G. W.

Wf**Price L >ts ami Circulars free.

■

scene

t,

Job Printing Office
No. Ill Main St., (Lj|i Stairs,) Belfast. Mo,

per
and

WELCH
EVER 1'

The subscriber offers for sale liis
in Prospect. one mile and a half
west Ir^iii the village
Consisting ot one hundred
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wooded ami watered, with good orchard of
grafted fruit.
For particulars inquire outlie premises.
ISAAC T. SMITH.
Prospect, Feb. 1, Wil.—Jut

ADVERTISER

Mass. Acts wanted everywhere.

CO

Farm for Sale.

April 26,1873.—tf43

<

The

St.,(sr^toor) Belfast,

by the Subscriber, at West Wintkrpokt.

B.

offers his entire stock lor

TB3

,,

X, L, SUPER PHOSPHATE!
For sale

liellast,

T

the old

BRADLEY’S

s-.nit,

emits

exchanged if mu >at Mactory.
Address National Needle

■

■

:inv

postpaid, lor sixty

<

1

CENTS

SEWING MACHINE
OPKKATORS.

■

was so

at Law!

Attorney
No. 10 Main

in

JOHNSON,

excellence ol tne “Harrison” brand of white lead."
[ I’hibi. Ledger.

1

*•

E.

fi»

sale, consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, &c., &c., including Tools, Shop and Store.
The above is well located and preseuts a good
opportunity tor any one wishing to carry on he stove
business in Belfast.
A. 1>. FRENCH.
Belfast, April 10, 1»73,
tf-10
Persons indebted to the subscriber are
requested
to call and settle immediately. A. I). FRENCH.

cure

■

anew

a onio-

wiU *•*'»•»
CiL-kct Sc. Chromos. \,,ir
Snmplfs.it Cask.t
I-1 sent post paid for .< 1.2T,.
catalogue. M.-nt Free post puid.
SeitiNta it-.i.n, Massachusetts

which their shrewd judgment approves as
profitable. Some men say, 1 have been j
in trade here twenty years: it is time
Weekly.
Ij1 j Harper's
‘In selling a sample copy lor lo cents, Mr. Baird
was well known
among men. What is must fed
certain an order for 25 hound in cloth will
the use in advertising my business. To follow."
[Frank Leslie.
such men we feel like saying, when they
“We know the town and country paints therein
andean vouch tor their alueandlhe
recommended,
put their question to you in a triumphant

"Are you more sag* iouU
.i
I'
dear lip' weir* true.
ami a better business man than A T.
• I Pirn. '■! f iir. -if faith >o
Stewart
His name and his trade are
faint.
i : ruth v-iv only in !)••!•.
household words throughout the land.
'ii•
*d
’.hen tin- 'Weotf<t saint,
i’houyh
Hundreds ot thousands know them where
II 'till ie« 1 like a sinner.
ihoit'unds know you. Vet Mr. Stewart is
At.MO' r \ OFF.I..
■: constant, systematic and extensive adM
>i tliO'i
an.
lb does not feel that he is so
ajijjt a:ed they were vertiser.
li"in tin* epjF, am! Mordecal in-! well known he need cease
telling the peo1
am. w
ri* i«• author,
.ml added ple that he still -‘lives and deals in mer:
t.t w.i' to ridicu e tli- youns;
chandise." if a man’s neighbors never
’•
!\
son
n
dcnmeil to ho alluded changed; il the world never moved; why
!!.-• wai:.-! w
a 'Coundnd, a
poltroon then a business man would hold his trade,
ov\ a 11■.
Hut so long
McCarthy, who was il lie was an honest dealer.
as
'-•■e'e-jt. a\a»wi d hims-dl the author, and
our people come and go, like the
i:i'‘e;
tltoii and there was only
iking and tlowing tide, a man, who has
Me\
i.-ir-i
sutrirestion that a duel net d to be known, lias need also to pro.' ’In- nn»r-- sat i
iaetory way of sett Jim; claim bis presence: therefore he lias need
ditlh ill>
M.u d<‘eal at once opened nl. or would, lind a profit in,
advertising.
! :• '! K»n-a.c
1;' a man says, 1 agree that it is
wih McCarthy: hut
profita«•
W!
ble to advertise, the next question is still
•/•Mi. lit- W eiv iiein-r made
Fe ,mi ice m>* wiml ol tin*
more important to him : which is, how to
|
1 the parlies. They were make his investment with the largest j
A -.rd
Herein
there
liberal
advertisers
discharged,
,
hein*; profit.
many
■
:hat
hostile meeting was in- make a great mistake.
They seem to |
•• nd- d
Id-, a. tlirmto-lt the intervention reckon that it they put out an advertise■t mutual 1:deads md the giving of some
ment and a dollar in money, it is not
very
in:x ini', tin* (litVn ully
material where t lie two go.
was amicably
They have
*
«. ••! fc 1 i;: IT between tin* two
no nietlio I in the business: they have not
d.
>*. h a ever, -estuivd, and they were
stmtied the. matter as they have others in
a aid known tn he hitter enemies,
their business affairs; they do not find out
where they can pul a dollar with the
nir. < Ai st s KKi.i.t.
and the surest an I safest re'dn: mv nie!i Mordecal and Me- largest profit
turns.
Why not do this in advertising as
nu t at tin- Richmond Cluh
in buying and selling llour, groceries, dry
:
-k tin am! Idia d ,-trects. Mr.
stoves, tinware, or any other comin the refreshment room goods,
modity? There is a vast deal in the time
<T to a rieml about a relative o! his,
and maimer and place in advertising. No
••• a »
k
1 iii' man in a duel.
At
shrewd man would advertise Billies and
i!
ur<
Mord‘-*:tl came in, when Mch ok in the 1’oliee Gazette, laces
a1
is s-.j.; Fi have raise*! his voice, hymn
and line linen in the Coal Circular, or
•u.i-K -m that hi' rclative had taken th«*
and fancy goods m the Iron Age.
eon-id that lor his part, it he jewelry
j.
That wouldn't pay. If a man is to advert-»
a
ddli -uhy a^ain. In* would do
_r-•’
tise in a paper, he wants to know several
'•one •-•*:iy. !.<■ wouhl
neither he pulthings: Is the paper read, by whom and
d
i'
mb.
in*" a mock settlement.
how many people?
It is material what
M rd*-.
\
! that this language
class of people read a paper as well as
ears and was a
how many.
Many a m in who wants to
io-.- arsnlt
He tlierctdre stepped
advertise fails to see this point clearly,and,
p and -lid
therelm-e, misapprehends the economical
b
M« arn\ do you mean what.you
or profitable
'■*"
aspects ot the ease. He says
t' ini;
or me
the 1 tally Beggar will take my advertise*k' •< at him rather eonment lot so much.
Very well. It that
dr iwlc.l out “and pray,
paper get it. the price is dear, for the
v in • ar*
?"
sir
y*»u,
obvious reason th it no equivalent is renM' :
in'n -d, “Well, sir, 1 supi.
dered for it.
If a man says to a dry goods
I ni a centIcman.*’
"What do yon ask for broad!- Mcf 'arthv’s reply was a pro- dealer,
1
cloth
and the answer is six dollars, the
: “At.
-indeeil !”
inquirer
proves nothing by saying, “It is
!
A--.;-!- had scarcely escaped his
too much ; 1 can buy cloth for four and a
n
i w !« «-ni struck him :i blow in
half dollars.” What is the quality ? That
a
knocked him down.
Mcis the test.
Very likely the six dollar
-a
_r up. hut was a^uin stru *k
cloth is the cheapest. A lady goes into a
I
d. v\ ho was si. rapid in his
store and wishes to see. silks; they are
i;or.-us in his attack that
tour or ten dollars a yard.
“I can
d mats hm a poor defense, three,
them cheaper,” she says. Is it any ream
ai n
:1,
»va'
The gentlemen buy
son
why the seller should reduce his price?
iie 1 «ui'e and those near at hand used
1 here is likely to he a great difference in
-lions
e\"
to
the
mpt
separate
gentle- value, as well as
price, between dealers.
t th* v w«-re taken apart after a
It is
so in advertising.
The paper
'c■■ Mi'!'
d_r; v This affray was the whichjust a
lias
large circula'ion, and is popu••au>** of the duel.
11 ♦ *!
lar as a family paper, and is read
very
\
I-I.I.TMITOKY CHALLENGE.
largely, is cheaper for an advertiser at
M»,f' irtiiv
cum-eivi'il
then; was no itmi! le or triple llie price than a paper
wlii' h has not half the circulation, anil is
*g\ «-r <\p! 'i’ition likely to he given
i]»
th.-i* w »!I -i
..My him, and he therefore almost worthless at any price. As broad1*•:**r11!> * 11 t
cloth is worth more than satinet, as silk is
-('soil to the code of honor.
M< »rdec il a peremptory’.
()n worth more than wool, as linen is worth
i id
morning, -is Mordeeal was passing more than cotton, as coffee is worth more
<
'apitol >>jU:ire, In* was met by Col. W. than chiecory, as flour is worth more than
B. Tal
who informed him that, acting
shorts, as gold is worth more than pinchtthe triend of Mr. McCarthy, lie had
beck, as leather is worth more than pastecome !•» i'
est him (Mordeeal) to name
board, us tobacco is worth more than
: ifriend
As soon as he nature of the cabbage leaves, so one paper is worth inn
ah- fully understood
1>\ Morde- finitely more to an advertiser than ani/
•:t: 11* named Mr. \V. L. H« yall.
This other. The last is just as plain as thc.first,
w:t- a;'■ mi
1 o'clock.
Tabb and Morde- if a man reflects a moment upon the matn
•al
a tew
hours afterward met and ter.
Yet, not.reflecting upon it, tnen are
agreed that the duel should take place a! misled very often, and feel that one paper
d o'c1 »ek in the afternoon, near Oak wood
is just as good as another; but, as our
Cemetery. that the weapons used should Irish friend said of men, so “one is as
oe
(’oil's navy revolvers, largest size, good as another, and a little better, too.”
loaded with army halls, and to he tired at
:»
di-ianee ot ten paces.
The meeting
Thk Talk ok a Shirt.
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h is been settled in the most practical wav.
! They are toimd
in
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every way
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THE BEST LOCATIONS FOR COLONIES.

WOUNDS.

From thi' Troy Daily Times,
business man the question ot advertising turns upon a single point: Will
it /"(//.'
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For any case oi Blind,
Bleeding, Itching or Ulcerated Files that
Dk
Bing’s
Pilk Khmichy
tails to cure.
It is pre-

soil,

THK BEST MARKET IN THE WEST!
The
great mining regions of Wyoming, Colorado, Utah
and Nevada being supplied by the farmers in the
Platte Valley.

•.

Ft In n try the foliowp; itfcil in the Kmju Ter.
oi -;«!*• r«i«!
by the t ditor ami
n who read them a- enx\
c the ocmi-ion of
the
>
i iendly relations between
Miia! oid Me< airthv :

REWARD.

CENT.

the New X ork Sun.

■

Ladies’ Caskets and Golden Pens, $100 to $1*00
cleared per month by good, active men or women.
Apply at onto (by stamp) to D. L. GUERNSEY,
•‘Pub,” Concord, N. II.

at

|

«:

mm AtwJEMXS NVAIVXEUtorourNew
/HMaps, Charts, Hooks and Pictures, tof ^/gether with Sewing Silk, Linen Thread,

mmm

cheapest Land in market for sale by the

Union Pacific R. R,

1 he ball which wounded Mr. Mordeeai
file Enquirer of penetrated the walls of the abdomen
!!M«*N1*, May 11
three indies Irom the hip bone and near
'if i-!.
!)■• partimhirs
_T
the middle ol the abdomen.
This classof
V
:\ 11 ir 111!-' fit \ hot Wt
h
M...
i.
.i.■ 1
Ihior McCarthy, wounds general v prove fatal in about
Iwentv-foiir
hours, but that length ot time
to we?
scriouslx it' not fatally j
\s 11-11:.’.
woman
was the j has passed, and Mr. Mordecal's condition
F
<»•
ai:
: In* duel.
I n tin* !
regarded as favorable, though not to
<
i-'
January the Rich- I such an extent as to justify a positive
i.e-ii Mc( \nrthy and Mor- opinion on tIn* part of the physicians.
Mr. McCarthy was wounded in the right
al
r-. jirranired for a < J tVi gg t Hall.
hip between the hip bone and the hip
joint. The hall seems to have buried ita
notabilities. who at
self into the flesh alter glancing from the
’gniiiir belle of* the city
i; id been triends in their cone, and, it is said, took a direction toward the groin.
Neither ball lias been
a
sine.* been e<trang;** d,
extracted.
In both cases it was thought
•m- <*f the < ierman did not
that th c more mischief would be created
ich other,
i-t
tin* festivities ol the searching for the balls than by tlieir presThe friends of both
bn- 'a istcrc. ceremonies, ence in the woundidem
or
design, brought arc hopclul of their ultimate recovery.
The wounded men lay on the ground
ml the la
M
i.\
tii*- cut direct or dance five hours before they were removed in
>
<■ ii<>-1
the latter .alterna- j carriages.
All the parties are gentlemen of high
h i,11 rciatitins were to ah
social position.
more established.
-it

-n

The

KIKE.

loremost.
Surgeons were immedisent tor, and Drs. Hunter, McGuire
and S Dorsey Cullen in a few seconds appalled upon the scene. It was at first
thought that Mordeeai was dying and the
seconds came to th ; conclusion that the
|
matter had gone far enough.
Mordeeai.
however, offered to give McCarthy an- !
other shot, but the seconds would not per- i
mit it.
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wait,

garden gate.
to fall :
1 no. though the hour

eh ! tin shed piik
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one

over upon his side.
McCarthy
forward like a statue pushed down
from behind, liis feet scarcely moved
Irom their tracks, and he went to the earth

Mg;,u

<-

only

tell

the

-hadow*

.•

if

toppled

-ll ;• wa- t ti•• to -e;- ;
X: if
-b
nn !’«•»•>•«
a- In* fain would
Xll i fi I>1 te lord paused on the tree.
X- f
1 t1

as

fired thistime between “two” and “three,”
and both tell simultaneously. Mordeeai
turned to the right, as it about to rise Ids
foot from the ground, then hall fell and

tin-garden gate—

tl

X

seemed

being apparent that his adversary
was unhurt, Mr.
McCarthy demanded anIn the Groat Platte Valley.
other lire.
Mr. Mordeeai readily assented. and the same instructions as to firing 3.000. 000 Acres in Central
Now for sale in tracts of forty acres and
as before were given the
principals. They FIVE and TKN YEARS’ CREDIT AT 0

the garden gate,
tin* flowers:

line to
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A pleasant Cordial which strengthens and improves
the Digestion; an excellent preventive of Fevers,
Fever and Ague, &<•., and a great Renovator and
I onic for Invalids and debilitated persons. IIkgkmax & Co., New York. Sole Manufacturers.
Sold
by ail Druggists.
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HEGEMAN’S
Cordial Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

As the
weapon had been discharged.
smoke cleared away both
parties were
observed standing quietly in place.

thr.mgu the -un-et wood
down—like miigtii'- of flame;
a
ii- ;• w here -he -t'»od
when I honn ward name.
na. '- ii<»
ptv—ure mi my arm,
x iio
i-|. .n the evening air,
h
an-'lent eliarin—
1
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Great Spring Tonic

“one,” nor alter “three.”
The words
“Are you ready?” were slowly and distinctly uttered by Mr. Tabb, and responses
came promlly and
clearly from Mordeeai
and McCarthy. “Heady.”
Then as Tabb
said. “Fire!'1 the two pistols were raised,
and Steady aim taken. At the word "two”
h tit fire it. and so
nearly together in point

o\

Mount.tin's dt wv shade
;;
n- ii; mi 111
held of grain,
\
job »si
dgo my footsteps made
f
m
’dug patirwax to the train
1
d autumnal flowers
’*i
i. tin* ru-iic areh
"
!
-1 >m ot
t h< hours
i
v*
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nn-iodi' ms mar h :
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$tto Ablicrfiscments.

ready?'1 “Fire11—“one,” “two,” “three,”
and the parties were to fire not before

sig w-t!' r-

■■igi

X

was absolutely no
advantage in position.
The sun just sinking in tlie west, fell
aslant of each of them.
■■rile words were to be “Are you

upon the bridge.
a tie* -Iiimm- ring -treani below,
ihi' plii,
> from ih*
ridge
1 hf llf l-!e of
flow.
\]
rrpetuai psalm,
1*1
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will he

DEPOSIT

Penny Earned.

betore the 1st ot auv
mouth,
placed upon interest e\er\
tno; th,
except May and November and mt-i
computed upon the same in dune and I»« e mb.
Deposits received daily at tie Itankin-: K.mm,
t r>an d to 12 A
M
and 2 to 4 1 ‘. M
*■>at u
i:. .n,
y to 12 A. M
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Belfast duly 13,
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use

the

perft't'tty

part

WHITE LEAD I
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April Term, 187J.
On the foregoing, Ordered. That notice be
given
that the County Commissioners ot Waldo ami
Penobscot (’ounties wiH ineclat the■ house ol Charles
ard in Iroy.on
Tuesday, the seventeenth day of
June next, at ten o’clock, A,
M., and thence proee d
to view the route set. forth in the
petition;
immediately after which, at some convenient place
in the
hearing ot the parties and their
witnesses will be had, and such further measures
taken in the premises as the Commissioners may
judge proper; that notice of the time, place and
purposes of said meeting he given to all persons and
Corporations interested by causing an att« stod copy
ot said petition with this order thereon to be served
on
the Chairman of the County Commissioners of
the County of Penobscot,also by causing a like cony
to be published in the Kennebec Journal, being the
State paper, and also in the Republican Journal, a
pap* r printed in said County of Waldo, ami also in
the Bangor Daily Whig and Courier, a paper printed in said County of Penobscot; and by posting a
like copy ill three public places in each of the towns
of Troy and Plymouth, and by serving it on the Clerks
ot each ol said towns, all of said publications and
notices to be posted, served and published thirty
days before the time of said meeting.
Attest- W. (i. FRYE, Clerk.
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
Attest—W. O. FRYE, Clerk.
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SAMUEL WARD & CO.. Propr’s, Boston
OTKC'E

*

l hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast
that 1 will be at the store of Oakes Angier
afternoons, from v* until 5 P. M., for the purpose ot
receiving taxes.
DANIEL L. PITCH KK.Coll tauk.

Saturday'

Heltaet, Sept. 26.—tt!3

